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ACRONYMS
ATP ........ authorization to proceed
CDR ........ critical design review
CEI ........ contract end item
COQ ........ certificate of q||aii_cation
DCN ........ document change notice
DCR ........ design certification review
DDT&E ..... des_n, development, test, and evaluation
DPD ........ data procurement document
DR ......... clam requirement
EDR ........ engineering data requirements
FMF__/CIL . . . failure mode effects analysis/critical items list
GFE ........ gvvernment-furuished equipment
GSE ........ ground support equipment
ICD ........ interface control document
IMS ........ Information Management System
]PAD ........ information requirements document
JSC ........ Johnson Space Center
KSC ........ Kennedy Space Center
M&P ....... materials and processes
MCCS ....... Management Cost and Control System
MIC ........ management information center
MSFC ....... Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA ....... National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OMD ....... operations and maintenance document
PDR ........ preliminary design review
SB ......... Small Business
SDBC ....... Small Disadvantaged Business Concern
SE ......... support equipment
SRM ........ solid rocket motor
SRMPO ..... Solid Rocket Motor Project Office
SR&QA ...... safety, reliability, and quality assurance
STE ........ special test equipment
STS ........ space transportation system
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ACRONYMS (Cont)
TCTI ....... time compliancetechnicalinstruction
TI) ......... techmcaldirective
TSE ........ transportationsupportequipment











This document was preparedin accordancewith data requirement(DR) 1-9,information
requirementsdocument (IRD),dataprocurement document (DPD) 400,ContractNASA-30490, and
containsa complete summary ofwork performed under the Buy 1 contractforthe spaceshuttle
solidrocketmotor (SRM) duringthe periodJune 1974 through March 1984.
In accordancewith a requirementofDR 1-9,the formatofthe document iskeyed to the
work breakdown structure(WBS). The NASA-assigned WBS under 1.1isused,with the Wasatch
DivisionWBS under the letters_ added as a crossreference.Figures1 and 2 show how the
contractwork was subdividedand scheduledforoptimum management forthe SRM project.
No attempthas been made to providedetailsofactions,operations,designs,hardware,tests,
or results.All entriesare summary in naturewith referencesfordetailto applicabledocuments
submittedto NASA/Marshall Space FlightCenter (MSFC) throughoutthe periodofperformance
and availablein the CentralDocumentation Repository,CN22D, at MSFC.
Figure3 isa copy ofthe contractNAS8-30490, Schedule B contractcloseoutletterAP46-
396-89,dated 20 September 1989.
The requirementforuse of the InternationalSystem ofUnits has been waived forthis
document.
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Figure 1. Work Breakdown
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A946-396-89 September 20, 1989
Thiokol Corporation
Space Operations
Attn: S. L. Littauer
P.O. Box 707, M/S TO2
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707
Subject: Contract NAS8-30490, Schedule B Contract Closeout.
Reference is made to Thiokol, Inc. letter T301-FY90-0208/PAW
dated August 14, 1989 explaining The Nozzle Technology
Advance Program (NTA) that was directed by Change Order 830
and requesting the program be officially cancelled if funding
is not available to complete the work.
The Project Office has notified me that all effort under
change order 830 is complete and all r_ports and data have
been provided to MSFC. Therefore, Schedule B is complete and
Thiokol can proceed to closeout that part of the contract,
including billing of unpaid fees.
Contracting officer
REVISION










Thiokol provided labor, material, and services necessary to accomplish the scope of work as defined
in Supplemental Agreement (S/A) 610 (Schedule B), dated 12 April 1983, and contract
modifications as listed in Appendix A. The scope of work is as follows:
Article B2-SCop¢ of Work (in part}
The contractor will, on the terms and conditions hereinafter more particularly set forth, furnish
the necessary management, labor, facilities, tools, materials and equipment and do all things
necessary for performance of the work described below:
a. Manufacture, assemble, and deliver space shuttle solid rocket motors in accordance with
Exhibit A, Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Statement of Work, First Incremental Buy for
Increment II of the Space Transportation System.
b. Provide solid rocket motor support equipment, tooling, and support parts in accordance with
Exhibit B, Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Provisioning Procedure for Support Equipment,
Tooling, and Support Parts.
c. Provide overhaul and/or repair of SRM components and related hardware in accordance
with Exhibit C, Overhaul and Repair Procedure.
d. Provide data in accordance with the IRD, DPD 400, as set forth in Exhibit A, Article
B1-Scope of Work.







STATEMENT OF WORK (in part)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Thiokol performed the requirements of the SOW for the First Incremental Buy for Increment II of
the Space Transportation System (STS), which was governed by the following documents developed
under the basic contract of the solid rocket motor (SRM) for the space shuttle:
a. Management Plan, TWR-10191
b. Configuration Management Plan, TWR-10150
c. Development and Verification Plan, TWR-10212 (information purposes only)
d. Safety Plan, TWR-10163
e. Quality Plan, TWR-10161
f. Reliability Plan, TWR-10162
g. Procurement Management Plan, TWR-10194
h. Integrated Logistics Support Plan, TWR-10306
i. Materials Selection and Control Plan, TWR-10192
j. Facilities Utilization Plan, TWR-10156
k. Manufacturing Plan, TWR-10341
3.2 DELIVERABLE HARDWARE (SRM end items)
Thiokol manufactured, assembled, and delivered to KSC two each (one left hand and one right
hand) SRMs for each of STS flights 7 through 15. Segment deliveries (Figure 4) met the
contractual dates for the first 4 flights (S/A 610 and pertinent contract modifications noted in
Appendix A); however, programmatic changes caused some delivery delays in the remaining flight




These SRMs met the followingrequirements:
CEI SpecificationNo.
CPW 1-3200,PartsI and II
Specificationrequirementsas definedby S/A
505 ofNAS8-30490, Schedule A.
The requirementsofthisparagraphwere met on the use ofpreviouslyflown/testedhardware fl'om
STS flightsor the SRM developmentand qualificationprogram.
Return and refurbishmentofexpended flighthardware from flightsSTS-I through -10 (excluding
STS-4),as wellas refurbishmentof hardware from DM-5, QM-4, and two castingsegments
damaged duringthe Buy i program, were accomplishedunder thisSOW.
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3.3 ACQUISITION OF SRM FLIGHT HARDWARE REUSABLE METAL PART INVENTORY
Thiokolacquiredand deliveredI;oinventorythe followingitems of SRM flighthardware:
a. SRM caseharclware--230casemanufacturingsegments
b. SRM nozzle hardware--30 sets of nozzle metal parts
c. Iguit/on system hardware--Metai parts, subassemblies and assemblies required to allow the
buildup of 55 initiators, 20 arm and monitoring assemblies, 70 booster-barrier assemblies, and
41 igniters
d. Miscellaneous metal parts-Parts, other than defined above, necessary to support the
requirements of Para 1 of this SOW.
3.4 ACQUISITION AND SUSTENANCE OF TOOLING AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TO
SUPPORT PLANNED PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
Thiokoldid sustainthe toolingand supportequipment acquiredunder thisbasiccontractforthe
Buy 1 of the space shuttle SRM necessary to satisfy the requirements of this SOW. In addition,
Thiokol did acquire and maintain those additional tools and support equipment necessary to meet
the production/delivery requirementsof the schedule.
3.5 MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING
Thiokol provided for the effective management of the requirements of this SOW to include the
productionand deliveryofthe datarequiredby the IRE),DPD 400,and any otherprovisionofthe
contract.Thiokoldid sustain/maintainthe engineeringbaselinedevelopedunder thisbasic
contractforthe Buy 1 ofthe spaceshuttleSRM and providedthe necessarysupportto the
accomplishment ofthe requirementsof thisSOW to assureconformance to the engineering
baseline,and demonstratedthatproductqualityand reliabilitywere maintainedand not degraded.
3.6 DELIVERABLE DATA
Thiokolfurnisheddocumentationas listedin Appendix B.
3.7 HARDWARE DELIVERY DATES (on dock KSC delivery)
Thiokoldeliveredthe SRMs requiredas shown in Figure4.
REV,S,ON_ OOCNO TWR-50181 ivot





1.1.1 Solid Rocket Motor Buy 1
This WBS element definedthe overallefforto providethe management, labor,facilities,tools,
materials,hardware,and equipment (excludingovernment-furn/shedequipment (GFE)) to:
a. Design,develop,manufacture,and testthe SRMs used to launch the space shuttleflight
vehicleand alsothe associatedsupportequipment (SE) and tooling.
b. Sustainthe toolingand supportequipment acquiredunder basiccontract.Acquire and
maintain additionaltoolsand supportequipment necessaryto meet requirements.
c. Support integrationofthe SRM intothe solidrocketbooster(SRB).
d. Manufactured and delivered18 flightestmotors (9flightsets,STS-7 through STS-15,
January 1983 through April1984).
e. Designed,developed,and acquired(manufacturedor purchased)a number ofitems of
transportationsupportequipment (TSE),specialtestequipment (STE),and ground suppm_
equipment (GSE),and delivereditems ofequipment as directedto both MSFC and Kennedy
Space Center (KSC).
f. Prepared,delivered,and maintainedas necessaryplans,reports,drawings,specifications,
photographs,motion pictures,filmclips,microfilms,magnetic tapes,etc.,as requiredby IRD,
DPD 400,which was incorporatedintothe contract.All itemsof datasubmittedto NASA as
partofthe contractare listedinAppendix B.
1.1.1.2Management (HN 101)
Organization
Upon receiptofauthorizeto proceed(ATP) inApril1983,the Wasatch Divisionof Thiokol
Corporationdesignatedthe SolidRocket Motor ProjectOffice(SRMPO) to manage the tasks
specifiedin the contract,with Edward G. Dorsey,Jr.,director,and John D. Thirkill,deputy
directorand chiefprojectengineer.The originalBuy 1 organizationisshown in Figure5. The
Wasatch Divisionand ThiokolCorporateorganizationswere as shown in Figures6 and 7.
In October 1982,ThiokolCorporationmerged with Morton Norwich, forminga new
corporationknown as Morton Thiokol,Inc.,with a corporatestructureas shown in Figure 8. The
Wasatch Divisionorganizationas of 1 Feb 1984 isshown in Figure9. The makeup of the SRMPO
remained stablethroughoutBuy I with very few changesin personneland assignments;however,
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SPA CE OPERA T/ONS
to accommodate increasesin scope and responsibilities,the SRMPO was redesignatedas Space
BoosterPrograms, with Edward G. Dorsey,Jr.,vicepresident,and Joe C. Kilminster,SRM project
director.
When Dorsey retiredin November 1983,Joe C. Kilminstersucceededto the positionofvice
president,Space BoosterPrograms,with Boyd C. Brintonas directorofthe SRM project.The
organizationat the beginningofFebruary 1984 isshown in Figure10.
ProiectManagement and Direction
Wasatch Divisionmanagement policiesand proceduresprovidedthe projectdirectorand his
organizationwith completeauthorityto successfullymanage and directthe SRM project.The
projectdirectordelegatedresponsibilityand authorityto specificprojectmanagers in the SRMPO
to manage and directspecificelementsofthe WBS. The SRMPO exercisedauthorityto:
a. Directand controlthe assignedproject,includingdevelopment and productioneffort.
b. Develop overallplans,projectmileposts,master plans,and schedulesto achieveNASA project
goalsand objectives.
c_ Allocateresourcesto fulfillcontractrequirements.
d. Coordinateand controltotalprojectefforto u_e resources,maintain schedules,and
conform to qualitystandards,customer specifications,and budget allocations.
e. Develop solutionsto unexpectedor criticalproblems to attainprojectobjectivesand comply
with NASA requirements.
f. Representthe corporationto the NASA and associatecontractors.
The SRMPO managers actedin the capacityofboth program managers and projectengineers
and were supportedby team managers who representedthe functionalorganizationsof
Manufacturing,QualityAssurance,Finance,Procurement (SubcontractManagement), and
Contracts.Each team manager.
a. Had the authoritytoact as directorof hisfunctionalorganizationand was fullysupportedby
thatorganization.
b. Brought to the projectefforthe specializedtalentsin hisfieldand of hisorganization,thus
ensuringtechnicalexcellenceat minimum cost
c. Was responsibleto the cognizantprojectmanager forthe performanceof the functional
organizationhe represented.
Management ofthe projectand the WBS elementswas closelycontrolledby means of the
projectdirector'sweekly team meetingsattendedby WBS managers and team managers,WBS
.Ev,s,o,__ ooc No. TWR-50181 I voL
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managers'weekly team meetings,individualcoordinationas necessary,and directionsissuedby
formalmeans, such as:subdividedwork descriptions(SWD), actionorders,and memoranda. To
ensurethatNASA requirementswere fullymet at alltimes,frequenttechnicalinterchange
meetingswere heldwith NASA representatives.In additiontothe scheduledformaldesign
reviews,quarterlyreviewswere alsoheld,and a number ofinformalconferencesalsotook place.
The SRM management activity provided management of administrative functions of the







The completeWBS iscontainedin, Expanded Work Breakdown Structure and Dictionary,
TWR-10517. Details of the management of the SRM project are contained in, Management Plan
for Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Project, TWR-10191.
1.1.1.2.1 Performance Management (HN101)
This effort provided the performance management activities, including, establishment and
implementation of the financial plan, management of the control and performance measurement
system, preparation and monitoring of budgets, and preparation and submittal of required resource
status reports. Activities are further defined as:
a. Updated and maintained the WBS in conjunction with DR 1-2, DPD 400.
b. Updated and maintained the SWD which defined detail work elements, area performing
activities, and start and completion dates.
c. Implemented and maintained the Management Cost and Control System (MCCS) in
conjunction with division policies and procedures and NASA document MM8020.6, Rev 1 (1
Oct 1982).
d. Provided cost per flight projections and status on a required basis.
e. Prepared and submitted the performance measurement cost/schedule/technical reports in
accordance with DR 1-11, DPD 400.
f. Prepared and submitted to the customer the monthly and quarterly financial management
reports in accordance with DR 1-5 and DR 1-6, DPD 400.
REVtSlON_ OOCNOl TWR-50181 I rot




This task included the effort to define, control, and account for all hardware configurations at any
point in time throughout the project by managing the following:.
a Identification of configuration baselines.
b. Control of changes to configuration baselines.
Verification that the as-built configuration agrees with the current configuration baseline, or
that differences are identified.
d. Establishment and maintenance of specification formats, end item selection criteria, and
procedures for control and accounting of configurations and changes.
e. Prepare for and support preliminary design reviews (PDR), critical design reviews (CDR),
design certification reviews (DCR), and configuration management audits.
Preparation of change proposals.
The following is a brief summary of the main events associated with this task:
a. Prepared and submitted all data necessary to conduct planned PDRs, CDRs, and DCRs.
b. Configuration Management P/an, TWR-10150, was prepared to implement and control the
configuration management requirements. The following is a brief summary of the revision
history on this documentz
1. Rev A incorporated NASA's comments on the original submittal of the Configuration
Management Plan.
2. Rev B incorporated the contract end item (CEI) specification as the controlling document
for NASA Level rII baseline requirements.
3. Rev C changed the CEI addenda format so that each addendum only covers the
applicable end item differences from the basic specification.
4. Rev D incorporated MSFC/KSC-CMP-1 comments by NASA as a result of the
configuration management audit conducted 5 to 7 May 1981, configuration management
requirementspertainingto time compliancetechnicalinstructions(TCTIs),retrofit
requirements,hardware qualificationstatuscontrol,the applicablerequirementsofSRB
Plan for Hardware and Material Returned From Space, and organizational changes.
5. Rev E incorporated STS-1 artifact traceability.
c. All vendorssupplyingmajor criticality1 components were baselined.
,ev,s,oN_ oocno T'WR-50181 ] voL
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d. A computer system capable of providing an automated as-built versus as-engineered
comparison was developed and adopted as an aid in the acceptance of delivered items.
e. A change board was established to provide effective engineering and process change control
both in-house and at vendors and with baseline (approved) processes.
f. PDRs and CDRs for the baseline design SRM and the HPM were successfully conducted.
g. An effective system for preparing and submitting engineering change proposals (ECPs) for
Class I engineeringchangesin accordancewith NASA/MSFC manual MM8040.12, Standard
Contractor ConfiKuration Management Requirements MSFC ProgroJns,was established.
All configuration management ac_vities were successfully carried out in compliance with the
requiremente of MM8040.12. Departures from the requirements of MM8040.12 were implemented
onlyas directedby NASA/MSFC.
1.1.1.2.3 Information Management
The information management and deliverable data activity consisted of the overall management
process and effort required to establish and maintain adequate control of all information produced
in connection with contract performance. This activity comprised the following elements:
1) management of reportable data, 2) project scheduling and control, 3) operation and maintenance
of the management information center (MIC), and 4) documentary photography.
These activities were directed and controlled by Information Management, Project Control
Department of the SRMPO, Space Booster Programs Directorate.
Mana[ement of Reportable Data
Management of reportable data was primarily concerned with the acquisition, identification,
storage, accountability, and distribution of informat/on. Included in this activ/ty were the following:
a. Establishing and maintaining the IRD, DPD 400, Rev A, and maintaining a continuing review
of information requirements as described therein. The IRD was prepared by the contractor,
submitted as part of the proposal, and incorporated into the contract by reference. All
changes to the IRD were prepared by the contractor and approved (MSFC letter or contract
modification)by NASA priorto implementation.
b. Schedulingand directingpreparationofdataitems requiredby the IRE),and accomplishing
finalreviewand transmittalof such data. Controllingmaintenanceof Type-1 data (as
identifiedin the IRE))through use of document change notice(DCN) proceduresas specified
in the IRD.
c. Preparing and distributing a monthly Contractor's Information Accessioning List as required
by the IRD.
,ev,s,oN__ oocNo TWR-50181 I vot
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d. Establishingand maintaininga systemfor identificationand controlofvendor and
subcontractordata requirements.
e. Providingeditorial,composition,and illustratorservices,and accomplishingprinting,
duplicating,and bindingofallitems ofdataas required.
f. Receiving,controlling,and distributinginformationtransmittedby NASA and associate
contractors,and establishingand maintaininga system foridentification,storage,and retrieval
of such information. Maintaining a record of all information txansmitted to NASA, and all
transactionsbetween the contractorand NASA and between the contractorand associate
contractors.
All items of datarequiredby the IRD were preparedand transmittedto NASA in accordance




a. Received,viacontractchange order,changesto NASA deliveryand launch schedules,reviewed
and evaluatedschedulechanges,assessedimpact,and disseminatedresultsto management and
to NASA. Received,reviewed,and evaluatedproposedor "what iF-typeschedulesand
returnedresultsto NASA.
b. Prepared and maintainedprogram requirementsdocuments. These were master documents
definingprogram milestones.The program requirementsdocuments were then used to
preparedetailedprojectschedulescoveringallactivitiesofdesign,procurement,manufacture,
test,transportation,and deliveryof program hardware and contract-requiredengineeringand
technicaldata.
c. Maintaineda continuingreviewand analysisofvendor and in-houseschedules(masterand
detail),notingcriticalpaths and pinchpointsand notifyingmanagement and NASA of
incipientproblem areas.Revisedschedulesas necessaryand submittedthem to NASA on a
weekly/monthly basis to meet NASA requirements.
Major program events from ATP through STS-15 launch are listed in Table 1.
Operation and Maintenance of the Management Information Center
The MIC adjacent to Space Booster Programs Directorate offices served as the focal point for all
planning, decision-making, and display for current project, technical, cost, schedule, and other
programmatic data. The MIC is organized into three areas: an information area, a projection
area, and a support area.
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Table 1. Major Program Events (Cont)














































































































Table 1. Major Program Events (Cont)
STS-9 Launch
Flight Crew:. Young, Shaw, Gerriot, Parker (Lichtenberg, Merbold)
STS-II Launch
FlightCrew:. Brand, Gibson,McCandless,McNair, Steward
NASA Headquarters Approved Third Set of Railcars
Incident at Casting Pits
STS-13 Launch
FlightCrew_. Hart,Van Hoften,Nelson,Crippen,Scobee


























































The information area is essentially a conference room equipped with multimedia audio and
visual aid capability. For the SRM Buy 1 project, these included permanent wall displays,
backlighted panel displays, and a large screen equipped for rear-screen projection, as well as
overhead microphone and speaker systems for teleconferences and tape recording systems. The
conference room is also equipped with a terminal for the NASA 4-wire teleconference network and
a separate teleconference system that operates through the regular telephone circuits.
The projection area is equipped with dual overhead projectors, dual 35-ram slide projectors,
and a 16-ram sound film projector. An audio and cuing link provides communication with the
conference room.
The support area provides the necessary facilities for revising and photographing panel
displays which can be moved along tracks from the conference room to the support area. Also
included are facilities for preparation, revision, and storage of visual aids. For the SRM project,
currently maintained backlighted panel displays were photographed in the support area to provide
masters for status reports and other printed publications. Operation and maintenance of the MIC
consisted of the following.
& _ommunicetions and Recording consisted off 1) recording and preparing minutes for weekly
team meetings and other meetings as required; 2) receiving and distributing agendas and
minutes of NASA teleconferences (SIRs, PRCBs, etc. as required), notifying interested
personnel and assisting NASA communications centers in completing conference hookups; and
3) helping to establish teleconference hookups as required for conferences originating at the
Wasatch Division.
b. Audiovisual Support involved the operation of various types of projection equipment located in
the MIC projection area in support of meet/ngs and presentations.
c. Chart_ and Displays consisted of the preparation, maintenance, and photo reduction of charts
and displays required for the operation of the MIC and the preparation of printed status
reports.
Documentary PhotoKraphy
The recordingofsignificantevents,operations,and processeswas an importantactivityin the
management of SRM projectinformation.Documentary photographywas accomplishedin
accordance with the documentary photography plan, Documentary Photograph Requirements for the
Space Shuttle Project, TWR-10667, DR 1-13. A schedule of events, operations, and processes was
reviewed with the MSFC resident manager who selected photographic records which were of
interest to NASA. Still color 8 by 10-in. prints, together with negatives and 16-ram silent color
_EVlS_ON_ OOC_0. TWR-50181 I voL
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motion picture camera film, were provided to MSFC. A listing of events photographed and filmed
during Buy 1, together with negative and film identification numbers, is presented in Appendix B.
1.1.1.2.4 GFE/GFP Management
This element provided the effort required to establish and maintain GFE by:
s. Identifying, analyzing, and scheduling SRM project-related requirements for GFE.
b. Providing records and reports on the status of all GFE.
Over the period of the Buy 1 contract, the reporting of GFE requirements and status,
equipment needs, schedule need dates, quantifies and actual delivery dates were covered quarterly
in report TWR-10195. This document was updated at the conclusion of the Buy 1 phase of the
contract to reflect the GFE requirements of the SRM Increment I requirements.
1.1.1.2.5 Procurement Management
Morton ThlokolProcurementManagement Plan,TWR-10194, Rev A, outlinedthe requirementsfor
subcontractmanagement intendedforuse in supportofNASA SRM Buy 1 and production
programs. Itsummarized, or incorporatedby reference,corporateWasatch Divisionmanagement
and functionalorganizationproceduresand policiescontrollingand implementing the total
acquisitionprocess.Administrationofprocurement management was under the directionofthe
manager of Procurement. The focalpointforSRM procurement activitieswas the SRM
procurement team manager, who used the detailedknowledge and experienceofindividualbuyers
to placeand administersubcontracts.The SRM procurement team manager interfacedwith the
SRM ProjectOfficeand representativesof functionalorganizationsto establishcontractorcontrols.
An overviewofthe subcontractprocurement items isnoted in Table 2.
1.1.1.2.6ProjectDirection
This activityprovidedthe overalltop levelprojectmanagement and key team member functions
not specificallyincludedin any otherWBS element,and exercisedresponsibilityo:
a. Ensure thatnegotiatedprojectcostswere not exceeded.
b. Ensure thatprojectscheduleswere maintained.
c Establisheffectiveproductiontechniquesto effecthe lowestpossiblecostper flight.
d. Providetop levelmanagement supportforprocurement and subcontractmanagement.
e. ProvideliaisonsupporttoNASA facilities(MSFC, KSC, and Johnson Space Center (JSC).
EngineeringSystems Requirements (HNI02)
This taskincludesthe effortrequiredto supportintegrationofthe SRM intothe SRB including
,ev,sloN_ oocNo TWR-50181 I voL
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Table 2. SubcontractingProcurementOverview
All subcontractsawarded in supportofSRM Buy 1 effort(ProjectDesignatorI-IN)are complete,
and finalpayment has been made.
Plantexpansionsforthe productionof ammonium perchlorateby PacificEngineeringand
ProductionCompany and Kerr-McGee were successfullyaccomplished.
Accomplishment toward the Small Business(SB)/SmallDisadvantagedBusinessConcern (SDBC)








During performance under NAS8-30490, Schedule B, Thiokol continued to maintain a Procurement
System approved by the Government under the administrative cognizance of Air Force Contract
Management Division (AFCMD).
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support to SRB Buy 1, along with analyses, studies, and evaluations necessary to define
requirements. This effort included:
a. Conducting system engineering analyses.
b. Conducting trade studies to evaluate design approaches, cost effectiveness, and schedule
constraints.
c_ Participation in development and control of interface control documents (ICD) and ICD
controlledhardware interfaces.
d. Supporting design, reviews, audits, and analyses.
e. Processing technical directives (TD) applicable to Exhibit C to the contract.
f. Evaluating and determining the impact of all Level II and Level Ill requirements changes
affecting the SRM.
1.1.1.3.2 Reliability and Liaison Engineering
The safety, reliability, and quality assurance (SR&QA) activities were conducted to ensure total
mission success of the manned space shuttle system. These activities involved the planning,
implementation, and documentation necessary to fulfill the requirements of NASA document
NI"IB 530014 (1D-2), Safety. Reliability, Maintainability and Quality Provisions for the Space
Shuttle Program.
The SR&QA activities implemented and accomplished during the period of performance
included the following.
a. Established design requirements/criteria.
b. Participated in design reviews.
c. Conducted supplier selection, monitoring, control, and audits.
d. Conducted design trade studies.
e. Prepared failure mode effects analysis/critical items list (FMEA/CIL) reports, and conducted
hazards analyses.
f. Monitored and evaluated test programs.
g. Reviewed and approved engineering documentation.
h. Participated in failure investigations.
i. Accomplished problem reporting.
j. Performed nonconformance investigations and corrective actions.
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k Conducted performance analyses and assessments.
1. Reported accidents/inddents.
m. Prepared certificates of qualification (COQ).
n. Conducted motivation awarenesa
o. Prepared environmental impact statements.
p. Supported annual SR&QA and materials and processes (M&P) audits by MSFC.
Saf 
The main safety tasks involved the identification of safety criteria for SRM and manufacturing
equipment designs. Operations hazards analyses were also conducted on the SRM and selected
GSE items. All accidents/incidents of a significant nature were reported to MSFC and corrective
action reports were submitted. Environmental impact assessments and statements were prepared
to cover manufacturing and test operations at Wasatch Division. Special hazards studies and
analyses of KSC SRM operations were conducted to identify potential hazards and actions required
to prevent accidents or incidents involving the handling and storage of SR1VLs. Motivation
awareness activities were accomplished in-plant and at suppliers, including launch honoree
attendance at several space shuttle launches.
Reliability
SRM designswere preparedin compliancewith designrequirementscriteriaidentifiedby
Reliability.Assurance thatthesecriteriawere incorporatedwas accomplishedby approvingall
engineeringdocumentation(drawings,specifications,testplans,testreports,etc.)and participating
in alldesignreviews(PDRs, CDRs, etc.).FMEA/CIL documents were prepared forallSRM
designs.Assurance thatcriticalhardware was adequatelyinspectedwas accomplishedby
identifyingcriticalhardware characteristicsand providingthisdatato Qualityvia the engineering
data requirements(EDR) form. Trade studies,evaluations,and analyseswere conductedto
confirmthatSRM designfeatureswere adequateand redundancy was incorporatedwhere possible.
Significantproblems were reported,and participationi failureinvestigationswas accomplished.
COQs were prepared forallflightmotors and backup dataidentifiedand providedto MSFC.
Quality Assurance
Quality engineering and inspection functions were performed to ensure that quality hardware was
deliveredto NAS_ This activitystartedwith the identificationfqualityrequirements/criteriafor
the SRM design. Review/approvalofallengineeringdocumentationassuredthatthe criteriawere
compliedwith,and thatthe designcharacteristicscouldbe confirmedby inspection.Detailed
inspectionplanningand trainedlineinspectorsensured thatqualityhardware was produced.
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Nonconformance investigations and corrective action activities further ensured that acceptable
hardware was being manufactured. Suppliers were selected, controlled, and monitored against
detailed engineering documentation. Annual audits were conducted to ensure that high quality
was maintained in the suppliers' quality system and hardware. Production quality requirements
were evaluated and changes incorporated in the quality production plan to ensure continued
quality hardware.
1.1.1.4 Multi-element Support (HN103)
This element provided the effort and support for work disciplines not ordinarily charged to other
WBS elements and included the following:.
a. Launch Site Liaison
b. Facilities
c. Structural and Dynamics Test Support
d. Logistics
e. Transportation
f. SRM and Recovered Hardware
1.1.1.4.1 Launch Site Liaison
This element included development of launch site planning, launch site labor, task analysis, opera-
tions analysis, and transportation analysis for the launch site at KSC.
1.1.1.4.2 Logistics
This element included the development planning, analysis, and integration of all activities related
to SRM launch site operations. A launch site support systems requirements analysis was prepared
to encompass all functions involving shipment of the SRMs from Wasatch Division to KSC, with
all operations at KSC to include transportation, handling, receiving, inspection, assembly, checkout,
integration, recovery, disassembly and refurbishment, test operations, and shipment of hardware
back to the Wasatch Division.
The results of this activity included the following types of information:
8. SE items required including GSE, CSE, and TSE.
b. Facility and flight hardware interfaces for SE identified to be included in SE design and ICD
development.
c. Operations and maintenance documents (OM_) needed for complete and proper coverage of
the SRM-related operations.
d. Definition of the support materials and supplies required to perform specific tasks.
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e. Identification of any special operations and maintenance requirements to be included in the
OMRSD.
f. Identification of areas where SRM-related training should take place and support the develop-
ment of the training program.
1.1.1.4.3Facilities
This element included planning and direction to support facility modification and rearrangement
The msjor effort for construction and modification of facilities was accomplished under facilities
contract
oocNo TWR-50181 I vo,





CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM34FANDATIONS OF PROGRAM
During the period of performance, April 1983 through completion of the program, all objectives
were achieved:
Manufactm_ and deliveryof 9 flightmotors to KSC were completedon scheduleand alltest
flights were successful. All spent SRMs were recovered.
b. Design,development,manufacture,and deliveryofrequiredtransportation,handling,and
checkout equipment to MSFC and to KSC were completed on schedule.
c. All items of data required by DPD 400 were prepared and delivered as directed.
In the system requirementsand analysisarea,the pointof departurefrom Buy 1 tothe
operationalphase has been developedin significantdetailwith a completesetoftransitiondocu-
mentationavailable.The documentationpreparedduringthe Buy I program has been maintained






The followingflightsupportactivitiesshouldbe continuedthrough otherproductionprograms:
A_-builtmaterialsusage trackingon allflighthardware.
b. Mass propertiesreportingforallflighthardware untilsample sizeislargeenough to verify
that the weight limit requirements have been met.
c_ Ballistic predictions and postflight performance assessments for all production flights.
d. Recovered SRM hardware inspectionand anomaly identification.
In the SR&QA area,activitiesaccomplishedwere assuranceorientedin nature and specifically
formulatedto preventproblems and hardware failures.The flightprogram to datehas adequately
demonstratedthe successofthisassuranceapproach. The attentionfocusedon detailsofdesign,
analysis,manufacture,and inspectionto assurethe productionofhigh-qualityhardware has result-
ed in the absenceofflightfailures.The few anomalieswhich did occurhave been evaluated,
designor manufacturingchangesincorporated,and correctiveactionstaken to precluderecurrence.
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FLIGHT 7 AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION
The Flight7 and Flight15 reportsconsistofdata extractedfrom the as-builtconfigurationfilesin
the InformationManagement System (IMS) foreach flightset. Listedon the reportsare the part
number, description,and the engineeringchange order (ECO)/specificationchange notice(SCN) for
each part. The reportswere generatedby Data Management.
NOTE: FLIGHT SET 8 THROUGH 14 DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM IMS ON REQUEST
THROUGH MSFC PROJECT OFFICE. FLIGHTS 7 AND 15 WERE SELECTED AS
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FLIGHT 15 AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION
The Flight7 and Flight15 reportsconsistofdata extractedfrom the as-builtconfigurationfilesin
IMS foreach flightset.Listedon the reportsare the partnumber, description,and the ECO/SCN
foreach part. The reportswere generatedby Data Management.
NOTE: FLIGHT SET 8 THROUGH 14 DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM IMS ON REQUEST
THROUGH MSFC PROJECT OFFICE. FLIGHTS 7 AND 15 WERE SELECTED AS
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SUMMARY OF CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS
TO S/A 610 SCHEDULE B, WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE I-IN
This appendix consists of brief abstracts of modifications to NASA contract NAS8-30490,
Schedule B. The document was prepared to assist in locating and tracking specific changes and
identifying modifications authorizing contract actions.
Where a modification (change order, supplemental agreement, letter amendment) is affected
by a subsequentchange,the modificationimplementing the change islistedin the right-hand
column together with a code identifying the nature of the subsequent change as follows:
A - Approval of ECP or PCP associated with the modification
C - Modification cancelled
D - Modification definitized, settlement of claims
M - Modificationamended (modified)
S - Modificationsuperseded






Summary of Contract Modifications to S/A 610 Schedule B,




















DDT&E designated as Schedule A; Increment II
production designated as Schedule B, with effort as
definitized in attach.
Deletion of Par 5, Schedule A, Article II, SOW
Schedule A contract amount, costs, and fees adjusted
Approval of the following:.
A. ECP SRM 0722, R1 and R2 (L/A 445) effectivity
STS-7 only PCIN 57598
B. ECP StLM 0650, R4 (ref C/O 408 and S/A 505)
with changes; effectivity STS-8, DM-5, QM-4,
PCIN 57839.
Increase in termination liability
Mod 2 to L/A 589, increase in termination liability
Direction to modify systems tunnel splice plate
installation, ECR SA42-0092, PCIN 67334 (ECP
SRM 0954) STS-11 and subs
Increase in terminationliability
C/O 615,rood 41 to L/A 445 superseded
DirectiontoaccomplishX-ray inspectionofSTS-2713
and STW7-3179, PCIN 77933 (ECP SRM 0924)
Directionto implement ECP SRM 0650R5, with
changes,effectivitySTS-8 and subs,DM-5, QM-4,
PCIN 57893 (Refroods408,505)
Support hardware releasenoticeNo. 16 (PCP
SRM 0081)
Contractcostsand feesadjusted
C/O 537 modifiedto delete20 psitransducer,
PCIN 20768
Approval ofthe following.
A. ECP SRM 0846 and RI (C/O 547),PCIN 77160

















Summary of Contract Modifications to S/A 610 Schedule B,











Settlement of C/O 581 (Mod 23 to L/A 445) at no
adjustment in costs or fees
Approval of the following (no adjustment in costs or
fees):
A. ECP SIEYl 0650, R2 and R3 (ref C/O 408 and
S/A 505), PCIN 57893
B. ECP SRM 0742, R1 and R3 (ref C/O 473),
PCIN 57834
C. ECP SRM 0829, PCIN 67595
Settlement of C/Os 537 (ECP SRM 0845), 546, and
547
Contract amount, costs, and fees adjusted
Settlement of C/O 586 (Mod 27 to L/A 445),
acquisition of additional stiffener ring parts
Direction to design and fabricate a nozzle exit cone
cover to meet flight readiness firing environment,
effectivity, STS-9, -12, -26 (ECP SRM 0969)





C/O 634 Authorization to acquire long lead tooling for facility
rearrangement of casting pits (PCP SRM 0083)
c/o 635 Direction to implement ECP SRM 0970 with changes






Implementation of C/O 580 (Mod 22 to L/A 445) and
C/O 607 (Mod 36 to L/A 445) with no adjustment in
costs or fees
Surcharge for AP procured from PE
No adjustment in costs or fees Schedule B
Direction to implement CCBD SB3-00-8449, zinc
chromate application, installation instructions,












Summary of ContractModificationsto S/A 610 Schedule B,





















STS-10 nozzlesand sulm (ECP SRM 1005)
Directionto accomplishrequirementsofC/Os 606,625,
and 6,35at no adjustmentin costsor fees
Contract amount, costs, and fees adjusted
Settlement of the following:
A. C/O 584,Mod 25 to L/A 445
B. C/O 602,Mod 34 to L/A 445
C. C/O 613,Mod 40 to L/A 445
Contractamount, costs,and feesadjusted
Approval ofECP SRM 0873,R1, R2 and R3
(C/O 563),PCIN 67784,and ECP SRM 0940,use of
4340 steelinplaceofD6AC forQS FWC metal parts.
SettlementofC/O 563 and AP44 letters423-62,
482-82, 505-82, 04-83, and AP46-280-83
Increase in termination liability
Mod 3 to L/A 589, increase in termination liability
Direction to acquire/manufacture a Master Transfer
Gage (PCP SRM 0087)
Directionto revisecasedeliveryscheduleto a delivery
rateof3 per month beginningApril84 (slowdown)
Funding increasedby $3.251M
Mod 4 to L/A 589,increasein terminationliability
Increase in termination liability
Mod 5 to L/A 589, direction to include attached SOW
forthe manufactureand deliveryofSRMs forflights













Summary ofContractModificationsto S/A 610 Schedule B,
Work Breakdown StructureHN (Cont)
MOD No. Descriptionof Chan_e
Superseded/
modified by:
C/O 666 Directionto implement CCBD SB3-00-8423,a
modificationto JSC 07700 Rev B, integratedlogistics
requirements
c/o 667 Increase in termination liability
C/O 669 With cancellationofSTS-10 and use ofSTS-10 SRM
hardware on STS-II,contractorisdirectedto identify
SRM hardware sequentiallywithout regardto flight
designations,effectivitySTS-11 and subs,PCIN 23231
S/A 711 D
C/O 671 I, II Directionto establisha Primary MaterialReview Board
and automated MRB trackingsystem,PCIN 00705
S/A 711 D
C/O 672 I,H Mod 6 to L/A 589, direction to establish a Primary
Material Review Board and automated tracking system,





Approval ofECP SRM 0998,zincchromate application
(C/O 641),with changes as stipulated,with no
adjustmentin costsor fees,PCIN 77999,AP46 letters
23-83, 26-83, and 28-83 settled.
Development Center Liaison Function (SPC contract)
added
S/A 751 M
III ExhibitA, Attachment D, changesto data
requirementslistingto conform to DPD 400 Rev C,
which has been approved.
C/O 675 Increase in termination liability
C/O 676 Mod 7 toL/A 589,increasein terminationliability
C/O 678 Mod 8 to L/A 589, increaseinterminationliability(?)
S/A 682 I, II SettlementofC/O 631. Contractamount, costsand
feesadjusted(ECP SRM 0969)
S/A 683 I, II Settlement of C/O 620. Contract amount, costs, and
fees acljust_ (ECP SRM 0954)
S/A 756 M
C/O 685 Mod 9 to L/A 589. Revisionof hardware availability
datesand shipment schedule (PCP SRM 0077).
Replacesdeliveryscheduleoutlinedin C/O 664 (Mod 5
to L/A 589)











Surnma._ of Contract Modifications to S/A 610 Schedule B,























Contractamount, c(mts,and fees adjusted in
recognition of prospective cost underrun
Directiontofinnish48 ea.performed packingas spares
Approval of ECP SRM 0650 R9 (C/O 624) and ECP
SRM 0969 R1 (C/O 631)
Changes to Article B15, Key Personnel
CancellationofSTS-12 and transferSRM hardware to
STS-13
Mod 10 to L/A 589. Extend Art. 5 date to 2 Mar 84
Mod 11 to L/A 589. Direction to ship 6 inert SRM
segments to Vandenberg AFB
Direction to provide weekly schedules. Modify DPD
400 DR 1-3 as required. Increase scope of data
reported
Mod 12 to L/A 589. Direction to provide weekly
schedules. Modify DPD 400 DR 1-3 as required.
Increase scope of data reported
Mod 13 to L/A 589. Increase in termination liability
Mod 14 to L/A 589. Increase in termination liability
Mod 15 to L/A 589. Direction to implement Critical
Process Controls as follows:
A. Revise TWR-10150 as directed
B. Provide critical proce_ specifications per attached
DR 4-25 (PCP SRM 0097)
Approval of ECP SRM 0946 R1 (C/O 616), Contract
amount, costs, and fees adjusted
Settlement of C/O 616
Direction to inspect reused aft exit cone aluminum
components (ECP SRM 1108)


















Summary of ContractModificationsto S/A 610 Schedule B,





















C/Os 669, 671, and 693 definitized at no cost
Increase in termination liability
Increase in provisional fee due to cost underrun
Increase Incr. II funding by $400,000
C/O 657 (reduction of case delivery schedule to 3 per
month) cancelled
C/O 657 and C/O 725 definitized without adjustment
of costs
SRM CEI Specifications identified as follows:
CPW1-3200 STS-7
CPWI-3300 HPM with lightweight
steelcase
CPW1-3300 Add A I-IPMwith standardsteel
case
CPW1-3300 Add B HPM with midweight steel
case
Increasein terminationliability
Mod 18 to L/A 589.
C/O 715 designated Mod 16 to L/A 589, C/O 722 as
Mod 17 to L/A 589
Increase in termination liability
Increase in termination liability
C/O 666 definitized without adjustment in costs
JSC-07700, Vol IX, I_ev A, Chge 15-22 to be included
in TWR-13880 rather than CPW1-3300
STS-15 cancelled; hardware transferred to STS-I6
Development Center Liaison Function (C/O 673)
modified
Direction to implement ECP SRM 0925R3 (ref














Summary of Contract Modifications to S/A 610 Schedule B,

























Direction to implement ECP SRM 0650 R6 (ref
(3/0 624)
Change in Key Personnel
Settlement of C/O 624 and C/O 696 at no adjustment
In costs
Modification of SOW, Para 4, "Acquisition and
Sustemance ofTooling..."
Contract costs and fees adjusted
Settlement of C/O 595, C/O 612 (PCP SRM 0078),
C/O 634 (PCP 0083), C/O 644 (ECP SRM 1005), and
C/O 655 (PCP SRM 0087)
Approval of ECP SRM 0954 R1 (C/O 620)
Settlement of C/O 620 and modification of S/A 683 at
no change in contractamount, costs, or fees
SettlementofC/O 750,cancellationofSTS-15 and
transferof hardware toSTS-16, with no adjustmentof
costs or fees
Increase in termination liability




Increase to termination liability
Increase in termination liability
Increase in terminationliability


















Summary ofContractModificationstoS/A 610 ScheduleB,













Increase in termination liability
Increase in termination liability
Increase in terminationliability
Cancels and supersedes C/O 834. Direction to
implement attached QM-5 Nozzle Instrumentation Plan
Increase in termination liability












Contract smoun_ costs,and fees adjusted
Article D-30, Benefit Pension Plan modified
Settlement of PCP SRM 0120, PCP SRM 0121, and
PCP SRM 0122
Definitize Claims on Casting Pit Fire - PCP's 0120,
0121 and 0122
D/B 10-27-86 I0-17-86
Complete _Baseline" Sch B effort with SOI_ Defer all
other effort to FY89
PCO Letter AP46C-042.88 dated 2/4/88














CONTRACTOR'S INFORMATION ACCESSIONING LIST
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR PROJECT
This appendix is divided into individually page-numbered parts. Within each part, documents are
arranged by DR. DRs, and documents related to DRs, are arranged in ascendingalphanumerical
order.
REVISION













1.2 INFORMATION TYPE CATEGORIES ..................
Plans and Reports (TWR- series publications, serial
numbers 10000 through 13999) ..........................
1. Management (DRa 1-1 through 1-18) ...... ..............
2. Configuration Management (DRs 2-1 and 2-9) ..............
3. Engineering and Production (DRs 3-2 through 3-24,
except DR 3-8) ...................................
4. Quality, Reliability, and Safety (DRs 4-1 through 4-15) ........
5. Test Management (DRs 5-2 through 5-6) .................
6. Operations (DRs 6-1 and 6-3) .........................
7. Logistics (DRs 7-1 through 7-10) .......................
Operation and Maintenance Documents (DR 3-8) ..............
Photographs and Motion Picture Film Clips (DR 1-13) ..........
1. Still Photographs ..................................






TWA ........... ThiokolWasatch Anaysis
TWR ........... ThiokolWasatch Report
WBS ........... work breakdown structure











This appendix/in part was prepared and submitted in accordance with DR 1-7 of _ DPD 400 to
Contract NAS8-30490. It contains listings of current issues of all Type 1, 2, and 3 documents
prepared and released by the contractor, during the Buy 1 contract. For your
convenience/reference we have included document list/n@ starting with the Buy 1 contract
(Schedule A) through the first quarter of 1989, which incorporates a large percentage of Buy 2
(Schedule D). The document listings were included because of the time period overlap between
contracts. The types of information covered by DPD-400 are categorized into three types as
follows:
1.2 INFORMATION TYPE CATEGORIES
documentation requires formal NASA approval prior to implementation. It will be
considered controned documentation, and any deviations/changes to the documentation will be
processed through proper channels for NASA approval prior to implementation.
NOTE: Certain tests plans are identified as Type la documents. A Type la test plan
is submitted to NASA for review and approval, but unless NASA directs otherwise
testing will proceed on schedule whether or not the test plan has been approved. The
only documents identified as Type la in Rev C are test plans for technical evaluation
motors (TEM).
documentation consists of information items submitted to NASA for information and does
not require formal approval. Documents describing plans or actions the contractor intends to
implement will be submitted not later than three weeks prior to the planned implementation date.
Such documentationwillbe consideredapprovedunlessthe contractorhas been notifiedotherwise
priorto implementation.
T,me3 documentationiscontractuallyrequiredby DPD 400,but isdeliverableonlyupon specific
NASA request.







Plans and Reports (TWR-series publications,












































DPD 400 Rev C
DPO 400 Rev C DCN I
DPO 400 Rev C DCN 10
DPO 400 Rev C DCN 11
OPO 400 Rev C DCN 12
DPO 400 Rev C DCN 15R1
DIM) 400 Rev C DCN 17
OPO 400 Rev C DCN 2
DPO 400 Rev C DCN 22
DPD 400 Rev C OCN 3R2
DPD 400 Rev C DCN 4







New Technology Ptan for NASA
Contract MASS-30490, Space Shuttle
So|id Rocket Motor Project
Oocumentary Photography
Requirements for Space Shuttle
Project
Procurement Management Plan for
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Project
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document ORs 3-2 and
3-3 modified, DR 3-4 deleted
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document DR 4-26
added
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Info_metTon
Requirements Document, DR 4-27
added
Space Shuttte Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document ORs 3-21,
3-23, 3-25, 3-31, and3-32 added
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, DRs 5-2,
5-3, and 5-6 modified
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Znformation
Requirements Document DR 3-15
added
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, DR 1-3
moclified
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document DR 5-2
modified
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document DR 4-20
modified
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, DR 4-23
added






































































DPD 400 Rev C DCN 6
DPD 400 Rev C DCN 7
DPO 400 Rev C DCN 8






















Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, DR 3-2
modified
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requireraents Document, DR 4-25
added
Space Shuttle Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, DR 4-12
modified
Space Shuttle. Program Solid Rocket
Motor Project Information
Requirements Document, Cover page
and DR 4-3 modified




Certification by Similarity Report
for Space Shuttle OFf and DFI
Pressure Transducers
Configuration Management Plan for
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Project
Installation of Pin Retainer Band
on Aft Skirt/ Aft Segment Joint
Installation of Pin Retainer Band
on SRM Aft Center Segment Factory
Joint
Installation of Pin Retainer Band
on SRM Case Joints
TCTI Insulating Pin Retainer Bands
on SRM Case Joints
TCT1 Removal and Replacement of
Pin Retainer Clips SRM Aft Center
Segment Factory Joint
Installing Flight Labels on SRB
STS-I
Development Flight Instrumentation
Modification, STS-IA and IB
SRM Ignition System Seals Leak
Test
STW7-2941 Specification Deviation
for Adhesive Specimen Curing
Lubricate and Modify Torque Values
for ARM Stiffener Ring Mounting
Bolts
Remove STS-I Igniter from Forward
Segment at KSC
Fitting SRM Stiffener Ring Splice
Seals
Connector Replacement (J1 End of










Mar 89 2 U
03/12/78 2 U



















































































Igniter Motionat Pickup Pressure
Transducer
DFI Transducer Island Installation
Install Exterior Insulation and
Additional Reinforcing Tape Over
LSC Btast Shield
Install STS-I Igniter Into Forward
Segment at KSC
Inspection of STS-1 Forward
Segment Propellant Grain for
Defects at KSC
Propellant Inspection and Repair
for SRMs, STS-1
Safe and Arm Test Console Assemb(y
Wiring Modification
Calorimeter Installation and DFI
Cable Insulation on Exit Cone
Insulate OF! Instrumentation
Cables, and connectors on Aft
Segment
Cork Modification/Insulation
Around DF! islands on Left Hand
Aft Segment (STS-3)
Cork Modification/InsuLation
Around OFI Islands on Left Hand
Forward Segment (STS-3)
SRM Aft Exit Cone Severance CabLe
Rework STS-3
Deletion of Plugs on SRM Safety
and Arming Device Installation Kit
STS-4 & 5
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Space Shuttle Time
Compliance Technical Instruction
Igniter Resistive Thermal Device
(RTD)Temperature Instrumentation
Installation
Installation and Leak Check Test
of Field and Nozzle-to-Case Leak
Check and Vent Port Plug
Transducer and Transducer Bolt
Assembly Removal and RepLacement
Replace Igniter Adapter Inner Bolt
Circle Botts
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Space Shuttle Time
Compliance Technical Instruction
Installation and Leak Test of
Field Joint Vent Port Plug
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Space Shuttle Time
Compliance Technical Instruction
Installation and Leak Test of
Field Joint Vent Port Plug
National Aeronautics and Space






































































































National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Space Shuttle Time
Compliance Technical Instruction
Installation of Field Joint Leak
CheckPort Plug
Passive Temperature Indicator Mod
Kit Installation on Exit Cone
Cork Insulation Painting
Modification
Stiffener Ring Modification Kit
Installation
Stiffener Ring Bolt Replacement
Modification
Detonator - LSC Interface
Modification Kit installation
Install Nozzles on Aft Segment
Replacement of FRF Nozzle Cover
Temperature Instrumentation
Installation/Removal
Modal Survey and Twang Test
Instrumentation
[nstallation/Retnova[
Igniter Adapter Seals Pressure
Test Flight Set X018 through S022
and FOOl
Replace Igniter Adapter Gaskets at
KSC
FWC Segment End to End Resistance
Measurement at VLS FOOl
Modify Instrumentation Insulation
Left Hand Forward Segment, Flight
Set FO01
Pulse Echo Inspection for
Oelamination of Left Aft Segment,
P/N IU82300-01
Joint Free-Play Test and SSME
Flight Readiness Firing (RFR)
Instrumentation
Installation/Removal
Pre and Post Flight Readiness
Firing Pulse Echo Inspection of
the Aft Segments
Preparation for SRM OFf Fairing
Removal
Removal for FWC OFf Fairings
DFI Fairing Location Repair
Igniter Bolt Re-Torque SRM 248,
27B, and 28A & B
Preparation, Installation, and
C[oseout for Additional Internal
Instrumentation on STA-2B
SRM Aft Closure (SN-I) Analysis




















































































TWR-10184 Rev A Supp 1
TWR-10184 Rev A Supp 2





TWR-11269 Vol I Rev B
TWR-11269 Vol II Rev 8
TWR-11269 Vol Ill





TWR-10212 Addend A Rev B











Fracture Control Plan for SRM Case
(Preliminary)
Fracture Control Plan for SRM
Nozzle (Preliminary)
Fracture Control Plan for SRM
Ignition System (Preliminary)
Fracture Control Plan (Approved)
Electromagnetic Interface Report
Material Selection and Control
(Approved)
Stress Analysis Report for the
Structural Elements of the SRM
Stress Analysis Report for the
Structural Elements of the SRM
Volume I Case and igniter Hardware
Stress Analysis Report for the
Structural Elements of the SRM
Volume I! SRM Nozzle Hardware
Stress Analysis Report for the
Structural Elements of the SRM
Volume Propellant
Stress Analysis Report for the
Structural Elements of the SRM
Volume IV Miscellaneous Structural
Elements
Space Shuttle High Performance
Motor SRM Case Stress Analysis
Hydroproof Report, Lightweight
Attach and Stiffener Segments
Structural Analysis of Redesigned
Nozzle Plug
RSRM Nozzle Stress Report
Development and Verification Plan
for Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Motor Project High Performance
Motor
Development and Verification Plan
for Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Motor Project, Filament Wound Case
SRM Development and Verification
Plan (Approved)
Manufacturing Plan
Manufacturing Plan for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Project
Supp I: SRM Tooling
Status/Requirements to TWR-I0341
SRM Tool Status Requirements, Supp
I to TWR-I0341
SRM Tooling Status/Requirements
Supp 2 to TUR-I0341
Facilities Utilization Plan
























































































































Minutes of the Space Shuttle SRM
S&A Critical Design Review
F{na[ Minutes of SRM FACI Meeting
Minutes of the Space Shuttle SRM
FACI Meeting
Minutes of the SRM FACI Meeting
No. 3
SRM Ignition Transient Study
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-11, S/N 057
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-11A0 s/g 059
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-11B, S/N 060
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-12A, S/M 061
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-12A, S/N 063
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-13B, S/N 064
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-14A, S/N 065
Mmss Properties for Filament Wound
Case Quarter Scale QS-I
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-148, S/N 066
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle DM-6 S/N 022
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-15B, S/N 068
Mass Properties History Log,
SRM-15A, S/N 067
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shutt(e SRM-16A S/N 069
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-IbB S/N 07O
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-17A S/N 071
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-17B S/N 072
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-18A S/N 073
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-18B S/N 074
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-19B S/N 076
Mass Properties History Log, Space










































































































































































Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM 330LO20B SIN 078
Mass Properties for Filament Wound
Case SRM Structural Test Article
STA-2
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle DM-7 S/N 023
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRMOLO21A S/_ 079
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle SRM-LO21B S/N 080
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle SRM LOZ2A S/N 081
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttte SRM LO22B S/N 082
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle SRM LO23A SIN 083
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle SRM LO23B S/N 084
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-FOO1A, S/N 601
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle SRM-FOO1B S/N 602
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle SRM LO24A S/N 085
SRM Mass Properties
STS-61B/SRM-L023 Flight Evaluation
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle ON-8
Mass Properties History Log, Space
Shuttle DM-9
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle QM-6
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle PVM-1
Mass Properties History Log for
Space Shuttle 360LOO1-RH
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle 360LOO2-LN
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle 360LOO2-RH
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle 360LOO3-RH
Mass Properties History Log Space
Shuttle 360LOO3-RH
Helical Coi[ Insert Study
Trade Study Report SRM Segment
@reakover Methods
SRM Ignition System Test Report of





























































































Trade Study Report - Segment Joint
Leakage Test Unit Configuration
Grain Structural Analysis of SRM
Zgniter for Space Shuttle SRM
Project
Trade Study Report - SRM Segment
Shipping Protection
Environmental Impact Statement for
Space Shuttle SRM Project
Manufacturing and Testing
Operations at Wasatch Oivision
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Nozzle Closure,
Internal Pressure - STA-1 Model
Designator: C77-0374 and Cover
Plate, Ignition Adapter - STA-I
Model Designator: C77-0378
Space Shuttle SRM Propellant
Dynamic Properties




Thermal Analysis of SRM During KSC
Operations, T0-39
Justification for Elimination of
SRM S&A TU-801 Hot Gas Exposure
Test
Evaluation of the Forging for the
SRM Forward Case Segment P/N
IU50169
SRM Clevis Joint Analysis
Igniter Case Adapter Nydroproof
Fixture Analyses
SRM Attach Segment Analysis
Space Shuttle SRM Case Water
Impact Analysis, Sep 75 Loading
A Two-Dimensional Thermal Analysis
of the SRM Center Segment During




Special Aerodynamic Analysis of
Problems Associated With the SRM
Exhaust Gas Flow Field
SE-O19-O57-2H Document Review
Material Selection for Evaluation
for Strain Gage Installation of
STA-I Space Shuttle SRM
Search for Oata in Ignition of
8-KN03 Pellets by the NS!
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Shipping Link, Throat






















































































SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Protective Handling
ring Aasenlbly, Model Designator
H77-0381
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Xeaw Duty Railcar
Chock Tie-Down Structure, Model
Designator P77-0359, and Light
Duty Transporter, Model Designator
P?7-0359
Nozzle Alignment Procedure for
Space Shuttle SRM
ImpaCt Assessment of Induced
Ascent and Re-entry Heating
Environment Imposed on Morton
Thiokol by TD-44 and TD-5O
Final Report, Study of Potential
for aRM Internal Insulation/liner
Reignition During Re-entry (TD-18)
Thermal Evaluation of an SRM
Center Segment FrOm Casting to
Arrive at KSC During a Winter
Environment
Thermal Analysis of the SRM Center
Segment From Casting to Arrival at
KSC During a Summer Environment
A Two-Dimensional Thermal Analysis
of the SRM Center Segment During
Exposure to a Minter Environment
at ETR
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Handling Beam,
Breakover - Vertical Rocket Motor
S Designator H77-0384
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis, Handling Beam,
Breakover, Rocket Motor Segment,
X77-0382
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Storage Chock, Rocket
Motor, Model Designator H77-0315
Safe and Arm Device Structural
Analysis SRM
Analysis of Grain Structural
Integrity
Interim Report Development of
Rapid In-Process Tests for Space
Shuttle SRM Propellant
Aero-Thermel Analysis Report For
Space Shuttle
Space Shuttle S&A Barrier-Booster
Housing Fracture Mechanics
Analysis
Thermal Evaluation of a SRM Center


































































































Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Nozzle Water Impact Final
Structural Analysis
Tolerance Study of the Safe and
Arm Mechanism the Solid Rocket





Hazards Analysis of SolidRocket
Motor Assembly Operations for
Kennedy Space Center Vehicle
Assembly Buildfng
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Rocket Motor Segments
Cover Assembly and Railcar
Tie-Down Assembly
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Lifting Semm,
Shipping Cover, Segment
Failure Analysis Report, SRM
Prototype Flexible Bearing No. 3
SRM Aft Closure (Redesign)
Analysis "Y" Joint Area
Space Shuttle Igniter Chamber
Transducer Bolt Analysis
SRM Aft CLosure (SN 0000001)
Analysis, IRR 31544
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Rocket Motor Segment
Case Lifting Beam, Mode[
Designator HTT-0330
Space Shuttle Barrier Booster
Housing - B&A Device Analysis
Flight Configuration Redesign
Space Shuttle Barrier Booster
Housing - S&A Device AnaLysis Test
Configuration Redesign
Rohr Hydroproof Report
SRM Forward Case Segment ,'Y,'Joint
Redesign Analysis
SRM Case Forward Segment Analysis
per ECR No. 14549
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Adapter, Support
Stand, Segment and Support Stand
Designator N77-0386 and HTT-0400
Stress Analysis of the Space
Shuttle SRM DM-1 and DM'2 Nozzle
Exit Cone
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Lifting Beam -
Vertical, Rocket Motor Segment -








































































































Fracture Mechanics Analysis of
Space Shuttle Grains
Engineering Analysis for Handling
Fixture, Igniter Case, Rocket
Motor, Model Designator HT7-0343
Space Shuttle Structural Analysis
and Presentation of DR-2 Static
Firing Data
Structural and Fracture Mechanics
Analysis of the Space Shuttle SRM
Compliance Ring, P/N 1U51241
Space Shuttle SRM Propellant
Dynamic Properties
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Chock Set,
Transporter, Empty Segment, Rocket
Motor, Model Designator HTT-0397
Analysis Report, 20"F Fracture
Toughness Testing of Trim Material
From Heat Treated Cylinders BYD-18
and GSF-29
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Handling Fixture,
Case Disassembly, Model Designator
N77-0371
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Transportation Kit
Transported Rocket Motor Segment,
Model Designator P77-0395
Cover, Booster Assembly - S/A
Device Analysis
Propellant Small Void
Investigation, Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor Forward Center
Segment S/N 0000002 - Final Report
SRM DM-1 and DM-2 Nozzle Boot
Torque Allowables
Space Shuttle Safe and Arm Device
Structural Analysis
Evaluation of the Combustion
Stability Characteristics of the
Space Shuttle SRM lOth Development
Igniter (DM-3 Igniter
Configuration)
Systems Tunnel to SRM Bond
Strength
Space Shuttle SRM TPS Analysis
Solid Rocket Motor Thermal
Protection System Critical Design
Review
Recommendation of Disposition of
Oiscrepant SRM Segment Shipping

















07- 05- 79 3
Aug 78 3
08- 28 - 78 3













































































Space Shuttle SRM, Lug, Lifting -
Mozzle Com- ponents, Mode(
Designator HT"/'-0401
Supporting SRM External Thermal
Analysis Documents - Vol I
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Lifting Beam,




SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Handt ing Dolly,
Igniter Case, Model Designator
HTT- 0334
Analytical Evaluation of the Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Tang-Clevis Joint Behavior




Analysis of Space Shuttle Grain
structural Integrity
Revisions of Grain Structural
Analysis of SRM Igniter
DM-4 Propellant Temperature
Predict ion
Space Shuttle SRM Nozzle Severance
Ordnance Failure Investigation
Analysis of Space Shuttle SRM for
Actual Cavity Collapse Loads and
STA-1 Simulated Cavity Collapse
Lolls
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis of the Stiffener Ring
Shipping Container PT7-0425
Bond Sample Tests for Hydraulic
Fluid Contami- nation, STS-1A Aft
Segment, Interim Report




Evaluation of 1U51899 Pin Retainer




SRM Forward Segment Transition
Area Grain Repair (IRR 53779,
57133)
SRM Forward Segment Transition





































































































NSI Redundant SeaLs Design Summary
Report
Space Shuttle SRM Slag Study
QM-3 Propellant Temperature
Prediction
Flex Bearing Data Matrix, Space
Shuttle SRM
Final Report of the Sealing
Capabilities of the SRM Igniter
Stainless Steel Retainer Inner
Gasket
SRM Forward Dome Residual Stress
Test Report
Effects of Aging on Space Shuttle
SRM Igniter Propellant
SRM Mass Properties STS-6 Flight
Evaluation Input
Analysis of QM-3 Temperature
Measurements
Evaluation of the SRM Aft Segment
BOSS - Flight Hydroproof
Configurations
ULtimate Strength Failure Envelope
of D6AC Steel Based on EmpricaL
Modification of the Maximum
Distortion Energy Theorem
Analysis of the Redesigned Nozzle
Port Dome for Case Proof Testing
Proof Test Factors for STS-1
Systems Tunnel Bonds
Analysis of the Original SRM
Nozzle Port Dome at Proof
Pressures
Analysis of STS-1A and 1B (Forward
Segment) Grain Structural
Integrity
SRM Thermal and Gas Dynamic State
During Reentry (TD-124)
Failure Analysis Report,
Electrical Checkout Failure of SRM
Igniter S&A
Failure Analysis Report,
Electrical Checkout Failure of SRM
Igniter S&A (Partial Rotation)
Effects of Aging on SRM Systems
Tunnel Bondtines
Feasibility Study Report, Solid
Rocket Rotor, Monolithic Shipping
and Handling Ring
STS-3A Forward Segment Transition
and Igniter Region Grain Repair
(IRRa 7279S and 72766)
STS-3B SRM Forward Segment































































































Investigation of Side Force
Oscillations During Static Firing
of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Motor
Test Results and Analysis for the
Space Shuttle Igniter Life
.Demonstration Program
STS-2A Forward Segment Transition
Area Grain Repair (IRR 60553)
Fir_l Summary Report, Replacement
of PBNA in HB and HC Polymers Used
in SRM Propellant and Liner
ST$-2B SRM Forward Segment Grain




Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Grain Structural Integrity
Analysis
SRM Mass Properties STS-1 Flight
Evaluation Report
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Flight Evaluation Report, STS-1
Propulsion Performance
Nigh Performance SRM Internal
Insulation Oesign Report
Postflight Evaluation of BTS-I SRM
Co._ents Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Pert 1 - Case Assembly
PostflJght Evaluation of STS-1SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part ]I - External Thermal
Protection System
Postflight Evaluation of STS-1SRM
Coml_nents Returned to Morton
Thioko[
Part [1% - Internal Case
insulation
Postftight Evaluation of STS-1 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part IV - Systems Tunnel
Postflight Evaluation of STS-1SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Th_oko[
Part V - Ignition System
Postflight Evaluation of STS-1SRM
Com_onents Returned to Morton
Thioko[
Part V[ - Nozzle Assembly
Postflight Evaluation of STS-I SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part VII - Instrumentation














































































































Histories of STS-I Calorimeters
Using Recorded Heat Flux Data
Description of the Shock Waves
Generated During the Initial
Ignition Transient of the Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters
STS-3B SRM Forward Segment
Transient Area Grain Area (IRR No.
79510)
Use of Rebuilt Barrier Boosters
Structural Te_erature/TPS
Evaluation of the Space Shuttle
SRMs During STS-2 Flight
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Flight Evaluation Report, STS-2
Propulsion Performance
SRM Mass Properties STS-2 FLight
EvaLuation Input
Postflight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part ! - CaseAssembly
Postftight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thioko[
Part l] - External Thermal
Protection Syste_n
Postflight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part [If - Internal Case
Insulation
Postflight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Con_oonents Returned to Morton
Thioko(
Part IV - Systems Tunne{
Postf[ight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part V - Ignition System
Postflight Evaluation of STS-I SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part VI - Nozzle Assembly
Postflight Evaluation of STS-2 SRM
Comets Returned to Morton
Thiokot
Part VII - Instr_ntation
STS-4A SRM Forward Segment
Transition Area Grain Repair (IRR
_o. 79550)
Spectral Analysis of STS-2 Data
Space Shuttle SRM Project
SRM Mass Properties STS-3 Flight
Evaluation Input





















































































Final Report, Simulated Monolithic
Shipping and Handling Ring
OemOr_tration Program, TD-135
Space Shuttle High Performance
Motor Center Segment Abnormal Flap
TerminationAnalysis
Postflight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part I - Case Assembly
Postfl|ght Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thioko[
Part II - External Thermal
Protection System
Postflight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part Ill - Internal Case
Insulation
Postftight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thioko[
Part IV - Systems Tunnel
Postflight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol Part V - Ignition System
Postflight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thioko|
Part VI - Nozzle Assembly
Postflight Evaluation of STS-3 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part VII - Instrumentation
Final Report, Prediction of the
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition
Transient for the FWC Motor,
Including the Application of
Ignition Tailoring Concepts




Failure Analysis for Space Shuttle
Safe and Arm, IU51960-01 S/N
0000002
Evaluation of the SRM Aft Segment
Stiffener Ring Assemblies for
Various SRB Cavity Collapse Water
Impact Loads
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System





Evaluations of the Space Shuttle
























































































Postftight Evaluation of STS-5 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thioko{
















Evaluation of STS-5 SRM Oct 83 3 U
Returned to Morton
Part |if - Internal Case
Ir+utat+on
Postftight Evaluation of STS-S SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part iV - System Tunnel
Postft_ght Evaluation of STS-5 SRM
Coatponents Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part V - Ignition System
Postftight Evaluation of STS-S SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol
Part Vl - Hozzle Assembly
Postftight Evaluation of STS-5 SRM
Ccx_ponents Returned to Morton
Thfoko(
Part V]! - instrumentation
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report STS-S Propulsion
Performance
SRM Mass Properties STS-5 Flight
Eval_Jation Input
Space Shuttle SRM STS-5 Load
Verification and Structural
Response Flight Evaluation Final
Report
Finat Report, Prototype Pin
Putter, TD-140
RSRM Aluminum System Tunnel
Structural Analysis
Spectral Analysis of STS-5 Data
OH-4 Propellant Temperature
Prediction
Space Shuttle STS-6 Load
Verification and Structural
Response FLight Evaluation, Final
Report
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report STS-6 Propulsion
Performance
QM-4 Axial Elongation Measurements
Structural Temperature/TPS
Evaluation of the Space Shuttle



































































































Low Frequency Accelerometer Data




Effect of Case Expansion on
FWC-$RM Ballistic Performance
SRM Mass Properties Summary
Development Flight Evaluation
Input
Spectral Analysis of STS-6 Data
Flow Testing of SRM Nozzle
Protective Screen Fabric
Candidates
Space Shuttle Flight EvaLuation
Report STS+7 Propulsion
Performance
Space Shuttle SRM Use of RarK_otph
Products Comp_my_s vacuum Putty in
Igniter Assembly Qualification by
Similarity Report
SRM Mess Properties STS-7 Flight
Evaluation input
Summary SRM Structural/Component
Temperature and TPS Development
Flight Evaluation Report STS-I
through ST$-6
Transmittal of Postflight
Inspection of STS-6 SRM Components
at KSC
High Performance Motor (HPM) SRB
Nozzle Cover Thermal Analysis for
Flight Readiness Firfng (FRF)
Environment
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Project Report 100_ Radiographic




Postf[ight Inspection of STS-7 SRM
Continents at KSC
Space Shuttle Development Flight
Load Verifi- cation and Structural
Resl_se Flight Evaluation Summary
Report
SRM Mass Properties, STS-8 Flight
Evaluation Input
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report, STS-8 Propulsion
Performance
Stress Analysis Report, SRM
Systems Tunnel
Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of






































































































SRM Stiffener Segment Cracked Stub
Flange Study
Postftight Inspection of STS-8 SRM
COmlX_mts




Space Shuttle SRM Lightweight
Case, Case and Joint Elongation
Measurement Proof Test Analysis
and Report
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report, SRM-10 Propulsion
Performance
Postflight Evaluation of SRM
Nozzle Components STS-9A and
STS-9B
Aft Segment Propellant Grain
Structural Capability for
DR-106098 Filament Wound Case
Oelamination
SRM Mass Properties 41C (STS-13)
Flight Evaluation Input
Dimensional Measurement Data of
Production LSC Cross Sections
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-11 Propulsion
Performance (STS-41C)
Space Shuttle SRM Safety and




Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Filament gound Case Cavity





Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Insulation-to-Case Oebond
Structural Integrity Analysis
CDR Report F_C-SRM Propellant
Grain Structural Analysis
ST$-13 (SRM-11) Nozzle Component
Postftight Evaluation Report
Predicted Axial Line Loads for
DM-6 (Filament Wound Case)
SRM Mass Properties STS-41D Flight
Evaluation Input
























































































































SRM Mass Properties STS-51A Flight
Evaluation
SRM Mass Properties STS-51C Flight
Evaluation
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-13 Propulsion
Performance (STS-41D)
Aerothermal Analysis of the High
Performance
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-12 Propulsion
Performance (STS-41G)
SRM Forward Segment Transition
Region Redesign
Transmittal of STS-14 (SRM-13)
Nozzle Components Postflight
Evaluation Report
FgC-SRM Forward and Center Segment
Flap Termination
Bushing Analysis to be Used on
Stiffener Segment Stub Flange
Notes
Thermal Protection Test, SRM
Filament Wound Case Tunnel
Specinlens, Not Gas Facility
Disposition of DR 97476,
Mismatchined Aft Case Segment
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-14 Propulsion
Performance
Space Shuttle $RM FWC Steel-Steel
Joint Pin Retainer 8ands 1,
Interim Band 2, FLight Band
SRM CLevis Opening Dimension
Evaluation Study
Space Shuttle FWC DA-O09
Oetamination Cavity Collapse
Analysis
F_ ON-7 Center Aft Segment
Propellant Grain Structural
Analysis
SRM Grain Cover Seal Analysis
STS-17 (SRM-12] Nozzle Component
Postftight Evaluation Report




VLS-01 Segment Propellant Grain
Structural Capability Analysis (DR
113547)
































































































FWC DM-7 Aft Segment EPDM/NBR
Structura I Capabi t i ty (DR - 117151 )
Space Shuttle FWC DA-O07
Oetamination Cavity Collapse
Analysis
Longitudinal Static Analysis of
the Space Shuttle FWC-SRM During
ON-6 Static Firing
Preliminary Assessment of Space
Shuttle SRM Performance for the
High Rate Meads Up Design
SRM 1052995 Ignition Safety and
Arming Device Certification Plan
SRM Mass Properties STS-51D/SRM-17
FLight Evaluation
EPDM/NBR Insulation Unhands VLS-1
Aft Segn_,nt Domes (DR 117154 and
DR 117156)
Space Shuttle FWC Stapdown
Analysis
SRM Mass Properties STS-51B/SRM-16
Flight Evaluation
Space Shutt{e FLight Evaluation
Report SRM- 16 Propulsion
Performance
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-17 Propulsion
Performance
Disposition of DR 97495 Mismatched
Countersink Hotd on Aft Case
Segment
STS-16B Forward Segn!ent Flap Tear
Structural Analysis
Impact Assessment of Increasing
SRM Burn Rate from 0.386 to 0.392
in/Sac (Neads Up Vs. Heads Down
Shuttle Performance Improvement
Study)
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report Propulsion Performance
(STS-51G)
Preliminary SRM Hozzte/Fietd Joint
Seal Concepts
Space Shuttle Ouarter-Scale FtJC




Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-19 Propulsion
Performance (STS-S1F)
Filament _Jound Case Solid Rocket
Motor (F_JC-SRM) Program FUC
Reusabi [ity Evaluation















06- 24- 85 3

























































































STS-51C (SRM-15) Nozzle Component
Postftight Evatuation Report
Engineering Study Field and Nozzle
Joint Mating with Modified O-Rings
and Joint Fillers
STS-51G (SRM-18) Nozzle Co_)onent
Postftight Evaluation Report
Qua[ification of Selective Brush
Plating Electrode Position of
Cadmium on 7075-T73 Aluminum
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report $RM-20 Propulsion
Performance (STS-51I)
Analysis for the Repair of inboard
Cracks on Stiffener Stub Flange
Holes
Space Shuttle FWC STA-EB Cavity
Collapse Analysis
The Effects of the Increased Heads
Up Burn Rate on the BRM Internal
Insulation Design
Stress and Joint Rotation
Evaluation of the Space Shuttle
Captive Tang Clevis Joint
STS-27A SRM Forward Segment
Structural Capability (DR No.
135086)





for Space Shuttle SRM Nozzle
Materials
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-21 Propulsion
Performance (STS-51J)
STS-26A Center Aft Segment Liner
Structural integrity (OR 135807)
SRM Mass Properties STS-61A/SRM
L022 Flight Evaluation
SRM-21 Center Segment Insulation
Structural Integrity
Static Test of O-Ring Validation
Motors
Study of Seating Capability of the
SRM Inner Igniter Gask-O-Sea/
Re-Evaluation of SRM Anomalies and
Review of Associated Oocumencatfon
BiaxiaL improvement Test Program

























































































TWR-15583 Rev E Vol I
TWR-15583 Rev F Vol 10
TWR-15583 Rev F Vol 11
TWR-15583 Ray F Vol 12





Structural Evaluation of the
SRM-19A Nozzle
STS-51F (SRM-19) Hozzte Component
PostflJght Evaluation Report
SRM Nozzle Adhesive and Sealant
Eva_uation
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-22 Propulsion
Performance
Space Shuttle Flight Evaluation
Report SRM-23 Propulsion
Performance
Space Shuttle SRM Filament Wound
Case Joint Analysis (Heads Up)
STS-28A Center Forward Segment
Propellant Grain Structural
Integrity (DR 12691)
SRM-29A Forward Segment Structural
Capability
Preliminary Analysis of SRM Heads
Up Configuration
SRM Mass Properties STS-61C
(SRM-LO2G) Flight Evaluation
SRM Mass Properties "Block
Predictions" Flight Evaluation
STS 51-J (SRM-21) Nozzle Component
Postf[ight Evaluation Report
FWC Heads Up Composite Component
Assessment





STS-51A (SRM-14) Nozzle Component
Postf|ight Evaluation Report
Space Shuttle SRM Heads Up
Performance Improvement Study
Ffnal Summary Report














































































TWR-15583 Rev F Vol 14
TWR-15583 Rev F Vot 15
TWR-15583 Rev E Vol 2
TWR-155_ Rev F Vol 3
TWR-15583 Rev F Vo[ 4
TWR-155_3 Rev F Vol 5
TWR-15583 Rev F Vol 6
TWR-15583 Rev F Vo[ 7
TWR-15583 Ray F Vol 8

















Requ irement s/Comp I iante
Opt/ELectrical Instrumentat _on
RSRM Design














Requi r amen{ s/Compt i ante
Nozzle/Case Joint
RSRN Des{ gn
Requ i rements/Compt i ante
Igniter/Case Joint
RSRM Des 1gn
Requi rements/Comp I i ante
!nsuL at ion/TPS
RSRM Design
Requi rements/Compt iance Propel {ant
Space ShuttLe SRM Throat InLet
AssemO(y Erosion Assessment
Space ShuttLe SRM Nose/InLet
AssembLy Erosion Assessment
SRM Component and Discrepancy
Codes
Space ShuttLe SRB Axial. Growth
Comparison Static Fire
Configuration Vs FLight SimuLation
F_C SRM-VL$ interim Process for
ESD Hazards
STS 61A (SRM-22) Nozzle Component
Postftight Evaluation Report
ELectrostatic Hazard
Characteristics of SRM Propel{ant
(TP-H1148) and the Fi|ament Wound
Case (FWC)
O-Ring Squeeze and Gland Fitt
Ca(cuts{ion Method
SRM Nozzle Phenolic Scrap Study
SRM Components Cross Reference of
AppLicabLe JSCM 8080 Standards
Space Shuttle RSRM _/ozzte
Materials Data Book
Space Quality Engineerin 9 and
Performance and Advanced Design











































































































Evaluation of O-ring Pressure
Seals on the Spoce Shuttle SRM
Safety and Arming Device
Preliminary Analysis of Metal
Systems Tunnel 3ondtine Adhesion
Cal:_bl [ ity ui th Temperature
Effects




Morton Thiokol SRM Joint Heater
Design
Structural Analysis of RSRM
Modified Ignition System 3-D Model
PLan for the Modified Weight and
CG System Recertification and
Resumption of RSRML Configuration
Motor Segments Weight Sampling
RSRM Insulat_on System Simi Larity
Analysis
Field Joint insulation Integrity
Analysis
Factory Joint Insulation Seal
Integr ity
Evaluation of Composite Stiffening
Rings on the Forward Field Joint
of ETM
Thermal Analysis of the DM-8
Nozz t •
HPM Internal Insulation Database
for the RSRM Design
Structural Analysis of the DM-8
Nozzle
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Project Space Quality Engineering
Plan for RSRM Process Validation
O-Ring Gland Surface Finish Study
Thermal Analysis of SRM Igniter
Design Changes
Nondest ruct ive Radi ograph i c
Criteria for the Space Shuttte




Structural Analysis of the
Accelerometer Mounting 8lock
RSRM Igniter Band Installation
Assembly, Design and Structural
Analysis
Pressurization of the Aft End Ring









































































TWR-164T3 Addend C Vol 3
TWR-16473 Vol If! Addend O
TWR-16473 Vol IV Rev B
TWR-16473 rot [X Rev A
TWR-164T3 Vol Vl
TWR-16473 Vol VII Rev A
T_R- 16474 Vo[ I








ON-7 Global Model Transient Post
Test Correlation




Analysis of Field Joint Edge
Detx_d
PLan for Nondestructive Inspection
Methods for the SRM-27 and -28
Segments to be Returned to KSC
Acoustic Analysis of the RSRM Safe
and Arm Device
0M-8 Postfire Inspection Standard
(Wasatch T-24 Test Facility)
DR-8 Postfire Engineering
Evaluation Plan (Cteafield H-7
Faci l i ty)
OR-9 Postfire engineering
Evalaution Plan (Joint Protection
System Component)
PVM-I Unique Postfire Evaluations
Qualification and Production
Verification Motor Postfire








Engineering Evaluation Plan -
(nstrumentation Component
Qualification and Production
Veri f icat ion Motor Postf ire




Engineering Evaluation Plan -
Joint Protection System Component
Technical Evaluation Motor



























































































TWR-16475 Bk 1Vol 1Rev C
TWR-164_ 8k 1 Vol 2 Rev B
TWR-1647S Bk 1 Vol 5 Rev C
T_JR-1647_ Bk 1 Vol 6 Rev A
TWR-16475 Bk 1Vol 7 Rev B
TWR-16475 Bk I Vol 8 Rev A
TgR-16475 Bk I Vol 9 Rev C
TWR-164_ Bk 2 Vol 3 Rev C
TWR-16475 Bk 2 Vol 4 Rev A


















Evaluation Plan (Joint Protection
System Component)
KSC Postflight Engineering
Evaluation Plan (Case component)
KSC Postflight Engineering
Evaluatfon Plan (Nozzle Component)
KSC Postflight Engineering
Evaluation PLan (ignition System
Component)
KSC Postftight Engineering
Evaluation Plan (Joint Protection
System Component)
KSC Postflight Engineering



















Thermal Response of the Redesigned
Field and Factory Joints of the
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Structural Analysis for the Nigh
Performance Motor Nozzle Joint
Environmental Simulator
Thermal Performance of Steel Case
SRM Systems Tunnel with Cork and
HAS-1 as Protective Materials
Thermal Response of SRB Aft
Segment Stiffener Rings and Stubs
due to External and Internal
Thermal Environments
Operation Procedure Field Joint
Assembly Fixture Installation and
Removal
Structural Analysis of the Space
Shuttle SRM Nozzle Plug
Natural Frequencies of the
Transient Pressure Test Article








































































































STS 61-B (SRM-Z3) Nozzle Component
Postflight Evaluation Report
RSRM Flap Termination Structural
Integrity
Launch Pad Natural Environments
for Global Thermal Analysis
SRM Filament Wound Case
Refurbishment Investigation Final
Report
ETM-1A Aft Joint Rationale,
Retention of Joint Putty for the
Modified Ignition System
Evaluation of Composite Stiffening
Rings on the Forward and Center
Field Joints of ETM-1A
Test Article Mechanical Loads
TPTA, Pathfinder, and QM-7 (T-97
Test Stand)
O-Ring Squeeze Calculations for
the RSRM
Space Shuttle SRM Filament Wound
Case Empty Segment on 35-Degree
End Chocks
Design Campliance Report
iC0-2-00001 Revision H, Shuttle
Lines and Protuberances
RSRML and SPML Weight Comparison
for the Space Shuttle SRM
RSRML and HPML Weight Com_rison
for the Space Shuttle SRM
RSRML and HPML Weight Comparison
for the Space Shuttle SRM
Thermal Environments, Morton
ThiokoL Space Operations to
Kennedy Space Center and
Vandenberg Air Force Base
External Flow and Thermal Fields
Around the Space Shuttle on the
Launch Pad
Final Report for Space Shuttle SRM
Safety and Arming Device Clutch
Disk Material Evaluation Test
RSRM Design Loads Data Book
Procedure for Adjusting Nozzle
Post-Flight Test Chart to End of
Action Time Char Thickness
ETM-IA Postfire Inspection Report
RSRM Case Line Loads
Stress Analysis for 71J75170 Field
Joint
Modeling Procedure of Finding




















































































































Redesigned Shuttle Rocket Motor
Mess Properties Uncertainty
Analysis
Net Mo{ding Grain Deflection
AnaLysis
SRM Case Pitting Studies Final
Report
Predicted Bal listic Performance
Characterictics
Final Report SRM Case Surface
Preparation
RSRN BeLl ist_cs Performance
Assessment
Loads for Use in PLI Structural
Analysis
Interim Factory Joint Resiliency
Testing Report
Nitrite Sutadiene RulWoer




Summary of Strural Analysis on SRM
Aluminum
First Flight RSRM O-Ring Squeeze
Calculations






Case Field Joint Redesign
Flow/Thermal Analysis
Flight Readiness Firing (FRF)
Instrumentation Listing
Flow-Thermal Analysis of the SRM
Bonded Nozzle Joint and Aft Dome
FLow Field Report (7M0021)
O-Ring 2: Volume Filling and
O-Ring Erosion Prediction Code
with improved Model Descriptions
and Vat idation
Part II - improved Volume Villing
Model and Code Validation
FLow/Thermal of the On-Pad SR8 Aft
Skirt Conditioning System
Critical Single Leak Path, Case
Field Joint














































































































DM-8 Postfire Joint Disassembly
Case/Seal Component Interim Report
Propellant Grain - Propellant,





Metal Finish and Development of




Radial Bolt Slat-O-Seal Leak Test
Report
R_RM CDR Summary Report, Seal
Des ign
Stress Analysis of 8LI75686 Field
Joint Assembly Fixture (FJAF)
Results of Studies on the
] dent i ty/Devel opment an A [ ternate
Grease
Vertical RSRM Operation Procedure
for the 8L175686 Field Joint




RSRM Case Structural Analysis
Basic: Summary
Supp A: Factory Joint
Supp B: Field Joint
Supp C: Dome-to-Cy[ inder Joints
Supp D: Case/Nozzle Joint
Supp E: Stiffener Segments,
Buckling, and Pin Retainer Band
Supp F: ET Attach
Structural Analysis of the
Accelercmeter Mounting Block for
the First RSRM Flight
Structural Analysis of the
Accelerometer Mounting Block for
the First RSRM Flight
Task Force Report in the SRM
Ultimate Strength and Useful Life
Star-O-Seal Damage at the Radial
Bolts
Structural Analysis and Testing of





































































































Elastic-PLastic Analysis of Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor FLight
51L Configuration Case Joint
Level |I Requirements vs.
CPt/1-3600 Requirements
DN-9 O-Ring Squeeze Calculations
and Shim Sizing
Effect of Gresse Coating Thickness
on Corrosion Protection of D6AC
Steel
Aero/Thermal Analysis of the RSRM
Nozzle
STA-3 Stress Analysis Global
Finite Element Analysis of Entire
Configuration Margins of Safety in
Case Membrane Regions
AerolThermsl Analysis of the RSRM
Nozzle
Thermal Response of Nozzle Exit
Corm and LSC Assembly External
Surfaces Due to External Heating
Nozzle Centerline Radial Offset
Due to Manufacturing Tolerances
Installation Checkout and
Acceptance Criteria RSRM FLight 1
Instrumentation
Summary of Electrical Analysis on
SRM Field Joint Protection System
Ignition System Structural
Analysis
DM-8 Postfire Disassembly Igniter
Component Evaluation Interim
Report
DM-8 Postfire Hardware Evaluation
Final Report System Overview
DM-9 Postfire Hardware EvaLuation
Final Report System Overview
OM-9 Post-Test Hozzte Performance
Evaluation Report
ON-6 Performance Evaluation Report
(Seals)
STS-26 Insulation Component FEWG
Final Report, Final Release
Cable Bracket Bonds Structural
Analysis
Design Certification Review PLan,
Redesigned Solid Rocket Hotor
RSRM First Flight Aft Dome
Insulation Unbond Structural
[ntegrity Analysis










































































































Qualification of New Sources of
Sodium Chlorate for Ammonium
Perch lorete
CE! Compliance Report, RSRM Nozzle
CEI CaeT)(iance Report, RSRM Nozzle
Thermal Response of the Redesigned
Solid Rocket Motor Center Segment
to the Transportation Environment
During Shipment from Thioko[ Space
Operations to KSC
Actuator Length Adjustement for
QM'6
Boot Ring Materiel
Characterization for RSRM Nozzte
Evaluation of Radial Bolt Material
Property Effects on the RSRM
gozzte-to-Case Joint Behavior
Flow/Therawl Analysis of the $RM
Aft Skirt Conditioning at the T-24
Test Bey
SRB Aft Skirt }lot Gas Purge
Analysis
Space Shuttle SRM Joint Addendum
to Heater Power Density Analysis
Tacy Part #266-4664








Documents for RSRM First Flight
Systems Tunnel Paint Stripping
Eva l uat i on
Interim Performance Evaluation






Verification Motor (PV-I) Static
Test Aero/Thermat Component
Interim Release
PVM-1 Final Report Ballistics/Mass
Properties
PV-1 Post-Test Nozzle Performance
Evaluation Report
Development Motor No. 8 (DM-8)
Nozzte Post-Test Evaluation Report
RSRM Critical Design Review







































































































RSRM TP-H1178 Igniter Propellant
Characterization Requirements
Nozzle Maximum Erosion Data and
RSRM Liner Thickness
NJES-2A Fixed Nozzle Joint
Friction Comparison Analysis
Engfneerir_ Configuration
Management Indentured Parts List
SRB Field Joint Insulation
Vertical Stacking Acceptance
Criteria at KSC
NBR Aging Quality in SRM Insulated
S_nts
SRM Support Equipment Engineering
Analysis for Rocket Segments Cover
Assend_ty Redesign (Lightening
Protection)
Test Results on the Bearability of
O-Rings with Grinding Abrasions
and Cuts
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Three-Dimensional Global Finite
Element Model Description





Development of Static Test Duty
Cycles for Test Bays T-24 and T-97
and for Motors ETM-1A, DM-8 and
DM-9
Examination of Anomalies Observed
in Nozzle Shear Pins, Part No.
lU76065-01
Ultrasonic Investigation of BLend
Area
Jar Structural Analysis of the
RSRM Nozzle-to-Case Joint
Pre-Test Predictions for DM-9
Girth and and Strain Gages
Redundant and Verifiable Field and
Nozzle- to-Case Joints Vent Port
Ptc_j Design Pressure and Leak
Check Interim Report
SRLM Separation Cue Parameter
Analysis
TPTA 1.2 Instrument List
Fina( Report on T-24 Static Test
Stand Structural Analysis
Final Report on T-97 Dynamic Test
Stand Structural Analysis













































































































Investigation of the DM-9 SRM S&A
Device Test Failure
Nozzle Aft Exit Cone Axial and
Radial Deflectfon at Motor
Ignition
RSRLM Seat Design Summ_ry Report











Effect of Low T_ratures on
Adhesives Used with
Instrumentation at MSFC
RSRM Drawing Standards and Quality
Audit
Consequence of SRM Outer Boot Ring
8ondtine Failure Thermal/Erosion
Cr_t_caLft Assessment









Mozzte Boot Cavity Pressurization
RSRM Nozzle Suploort, determining
the Effect of Multiple Cure Cycles
on Space hurtle RSRM Aft Cone




RSRM-1 (STS-26) Burn Rates and
Propellant geights
Existence of Circumferential Flow
in the RSRM Joints
Space Shuttle SRM Actuator Length
Determination for QM-7
Three Dimensional Field Joint
Separation Fixture-to-Case Finite
Element Analysis











































































































Useful Life and Storage Effects
Analysis for DFI/OFI/OEI Final
Report
Material and EEE Parts Selection
Analysis for DFI/OFI/OEI Final
Report
Debris Prevention Analysis for
DFIIOFI/OEI (STS-26 Configuration
Only), Final Report
RSRM Field Joint inautation
Sensitivity to Compression Set
RSRM Design Certification Review
Summary, Systems Tunnel
Ignition System OCR Scm_ary Report
RSRM Critical Design Review
S_am|ry Report Propellant and
Liner Systems
DCR Volume-Seats and Leak Test
Shuttte SRM Field and Nozzle Case
Joint Cold Flow Tests
Evaluation of Adhesives and
Bor_line Characterizations of SRM
Nozzle Adhesives
Numidity and Debond Variation for
Adhesive Characterizations of SRM
Nozzle Adhesives
RSRM Internal Insulation Design
Summary
RSRM Field Joint Protection System
Structural Analysis and Con_onent
Testing
Procedure for the Investigation of
Out of Specification Cycling of
Arming Monitor Assemblies
Space Shuttle RSRM Safety and
Arming Device Global Analysis
Space Shuttle RSRM Safety and
Arming Device Similarity Analysis
RSRM-IA Aft Center Segment Flap
Bulb Insulation Voids




Required Morton Thioko[ Conjurer
Displays at Marshall Space Flight
Center
Sinda Model Verification
Space Shuttle RSRM OM-8 Dynamic


















April 1989 3 U
10/20/88 3 U


























































































Predicted Structural Behavior of
the RSRB Due to FRF and Liftoff
Loading Conditions Using the
Launch Configuration RSRB Global
Model
Comparison of Line Load and
Accelerations Between Rockwell
Liftoff Model and MTI GLobal Model
Replacement of EPOM with K5NA on
Stiffener Stubs
TPTA 2.2 Instrument List





Assessment of Density Variations
identified on the X-Ray Film in
the stress elief Flap Region of
the RSRM-2B Aft Center Segment
Custom Vent Port Plug Selection
for 360LOOt, TPTA 2.2 and QM-7
Custom Vent Port Selection for
360L001, TPTA 2.2, and OM-7
RSRM Thrust imbalance Study for
Time Interval Between Mtched Cast
Segments
Aft Segment Propellant Grain
Structural [ntegrity with a Low
Strain Capability Mix,
(Discrepancy Report No. 154325)
Igniter Seals Thermal Environment
Ana(ysfs
Leak Testing Case-to-Nozzle Joint
PVM-1 (FTTM-[)
Silane Primer Process Variable
Study
Space Shuttle SRM Project SRM
Statistical Analysis of Glass
Phenolic CLoth
Transalittat of T-97 Modal
Characteristics with Burn Time
va(fdatfon of the r-gT rest Stand
and Solid Rocket Motor Finite
Element Model
An Independent Review of Chamber
Pressure Predictions for RSRM
Three-Dimensional Study of the
Venting of the Gaseous Vapors at
the Top of the External Tank of















































































































RSRM Field Joint Temperature
Launch Commit Criteria RedLine
Derivation Justification
Determination of Boltmester Error
When Measuring Nozzle Bolts
NTA Progrm Component Process
Evaluation, Understanding
Pocketing Erosion in aRM Nozzles
Nozzle Technology Advancement
Progrm NozzLe OR Study
STA-3 Test 6 Pretaunch (SSME
Buildup) Structural Applications
Initial Assessment Report
STA-3 Test 6 Prelaunch (SAME
Buildup) Structural Applications
Initial Assessment Report
Review of ON-6 NozzLe Phenolic
Component Radiographic Film Audit
Manual Rework on D6AC Steel
Sealing Surfaces
Correlation of the T-97 Finite
Element Model to RM-1 Side Load
Check-out Test Results
RSRM ingition System Seat Squeeze
Analysis
RSRM Material Property Testing
Summary of Needs
Continuous Process Requirements on
Kerr-McGee Ammonium Perch[orate
Fracture Mechanics Analysis of
8LI75686 Field Joint Assembly
Fixture
Critical Item Risk Assessment
(CIRA) for the RSRML FMEA/CIL
Space Shuttle RSRM DM-9 Dynamic
Data EvaLuation and AnaLysis
inspection of the SeaLing Surfaces
on O-Ring Grooves for Nozzle
Joints
Similarity Analysis for RSRM Joint
Protection System
Pressure Oscillations in Space
Shuttle Static Test Motors ETM-1A,
ON-8, and 0M-9
ThermostructuraL Analysis
Verification Phase I Interim
Report Tensile Testing
TPTA 1.3 Instrument List
aRM ALternate Source Eva[uation of
Cork Insulation














Jun 88 3 U
05-16-88 3 U
01 20 89 3 U





















































































D_ument for FLight Readiness
Firing (FRF)
Contamir_tion Removal Using
Various Solvents and Methodologies
Similarity Analysis for RSRM
Aluminum Systems Tunnel
Analysis of Radiographic Low
Der_ity Indications in the
Material Interfaces of RSRM Nozzle
Phenolic insulators
Evaluation of Free Acid
Datermir_tion in HE Polymer
A Check of Axisymmetric
Assumptions Using 3-0 Model and
Time Consistent Loads
Space Shuttle RSRN ON-6 Dynamic
Data Evaluation in the T-24 Test
Stand and Con_arison to DM-8 and
DM-9, A summary Report
Global Analysis for DFI/OFI/OEI
Final Report
DeveLopment FLight Instrumentation
Adhesive Bond Acceptance Test
RSRM Nozzle Zero BoLt Pretoad
Analysis and No Bolt Analysis
The Need for Propellant Extraction
from Production Motors
The Effect of Screen Size on AP
Particle Size and RSRM ignition
Transient Analysis
Helical Coil Insert Study Final
Report
Report for Vent Port Mechanical
Measurement Tools
Design and Analysis of the Load
Simulation Tool for the Evaluation
of Insulation Edge Separation
Growth
Actuation System Failure Analysis
of T-97 Test Stand for OH-7 Static
Fire
Quarterly Trend Analysis Team
Report
Three-Oimensional PLasticity




Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor





May 1989 3 U
Jun 88 3 U
05-06-88 3 U






















































































RSRM Stiffener Ring Insulation
Structural Ar_lysis
RM-I Side Load Checkout Analysis
RM-1 Side Load Checkout Analysis
MSFC Specification 445 and





Stat-O-Seals and Bolts with
Molykote and NO-2 Grease Applied
Space Shuttle RSRM Assembled Motor
Similarity Analysis
Laboratory Evaluation of the
Chemical Stability of HO-2 Grease
RSRM-2 (STS-ZTR) Burn Rates and
Propel lent Weights
Evaluation of West Wipes, Anticon
100, S/N 57-856060, ska Polywipes
PV-1 RSRM O-Ring Squeeze
Calculations
Round Robin Seive Calibration and
AP Particle Size Analysis
Influence of Layup Quality on New
Flap Insulation Layup Area
Improved Vacuum Bag Breather
System5 for SRM Case Insulation
Interim Report
0M-9 Outer Boot Ring Anomaly
Investigation: Results of
MaNfacturi ngand Quali ty Assurance
Review
Maximum Nozzle Moment of Inertia
Analysis




Stress Analysis, Vent Port Plug
Installation Tool





The Study of Two-Dimension to
Three-Dimension Transitions in
Finite Element Models
Resin Content Analysis by
Ultrasonic Resin Analyzer: An
Alternate toStandard Destructive
Test Methods
RSRM Case Segment Clevis BLind









































































































RSRM Case $egnmnt Clevis Blind
Note Machining Undercut Structural
Analysis
RSRM Case Segment Clevis BLind
Hole Machining Undercut Structural
Analysis
SRM Technical Evaluation Motor
Alignment and Measurement
O-Ring Squeeze Catcu{ations and
Temperature Requirements 360L002
Predicted Bet tistic Performance
Characteristics for RSRM-I
Custom Vent Port Plug Selection
for 300L-002, 003, and 004
RSRM Field Joint Volume 14o. iV4)
Pressurizat _on Analysis
Post Test Correlation of the T-97
ET Actuation/Control System Model
for the QM-7 Static Test Results
Fixed Link Length for TEN-1
O-Ring Calculations and
Temperature Requirements QM-8
RSRM Instrument List - STS-27
RSRN Flight 3 Instrumentation List
Report on Suspect Fasteners from
Lawrence Engineering Supply used
inthe RSRM S8_ Device
AssesslTmnt of High Ultrasonic
Signals in the Clevis Region of
the Solid Rocket Motor
Investigation of the T-97 RSRM
Model Ring-Down Discrepancy
Removal of Cork Lid over DFI and
GEl instrumentation Cables
Norton Thioko(, Inc. Engineering
Requirements Document for RSRM
Second Ftight
Case Acreage Ground Equipment
Instrumentation Launch Commit
Criteria Justification
RSRM-4 Thrust ImbaLance Using OM-8
Aft Segment
Structural Integrity of the
F(apOu[b in the Center/Forward
Segment (DR 17"3094)
Recommendation to Eliminate RSRM
cr. Measurements
Minuteman II] Third Stage Rocket
Motor Ret i abi I i ty Assessment,
Analysis, and Apportionment Report
(Applicable to Space Shuttle SRM
Cert f f i ca t i on Requ i rements










































































































SRM Heads Up Launch Propellant
Grain Safety Factors
Forward Segm_'_t Inspection and
Repair Criteria
Burn Rate and Mechanical







Engineering Support DR 1728.37
Fixed Housings
RSRM Joint Heater Sand Tensioner




Vent Port Plug Leak Test System
(C77-0495) Verification Analysis
Oesign Data Book for Space Shuttle
SRM
Oesign Oata Book for Space ShuttCe
Filament Wound Case Solid Rocket
Motor
Design Data Book Space Shuttle
Filament Wound ConC_site Case
Section
Risk Management Summary for Space
Shuttle SRM Project
Parts List and Parts Usage for
Space Shuttle SRM Project
SRM Problem Sumnary
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Forward Case Segment Skirt Holes
Nonconforming
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Forward Case Segment Skirt to Tang
Runout
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Attach Case Segment ET Attach Stub
Holes Nonconforming
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Forward Case Segment Skirt Holes
%nterface Problem Report (21 Day)
Forward Case Segment Skirt to Wye
Clearance Nonconforming
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Aft Case Segment Skirt to Wye
Clearance Nonconforming
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)







Feb 88 3 U
Feb 1989 3 U
02127/89 3 u
02/14/89 3 U
Feb 1989 ] U
Feb 1989 3 U



























































































Interface Problem Report Aft Case
Segment Dome Exceeds Interface
Envelope and Skirt Surface Finish
Nonc_nformir_
Interface Problem Report (21 Day)
Aft Case Segment Skirt Surface
Finish Nonconforming
SRM Interface Problem Report,
4-15/10, Nonconforming Forward
Stub Skirt Hole Pattern (18
Additional Load Bearing Hales from
253 Deg to 287 Deg) 5-DayReport
SRM Interface Problem Report,
4-15/10 Report, Nonconforming
Forward Sub Skirt Holes Pattern
(18 Additional Load Bearing Holes
form 253 Oeg to 287 Oeg)
Hazards Identification Report,
4o16/01, SRM Snubbed Nozzte
Hazards During Recovery Operations
Hazard Notification 4-14-88
Initial Report 8U50934-05 SRM
Segments Raitcar Covers
Quality Plan (Approved)
Reliability PIe.1 for Space Shuttle
Solid Rocket Motor Project
Safety Plan (Approved)
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Certification Requirements
Document Status Report
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Certification Requirements
Document Status Report
Status Report for SRM L025
Status Report for SRM M018
Status Report for SRM M019
Status Report for SRM L021
Status Report for SRM L022
Status Report for SRM L024
KSC SRM PostflJght Hardware
Inspection Report for STS-41G
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-SIA Part 2 of 2
Parts, Clearfield Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-41G, Ctearfield
Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-410, Clearfietd
Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspection












Jun 85 1 U
05/09/80 2 U



























































SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-51C Part Z of 2
Parts, Clearfietd Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspection
Report STS-51D, Part 1 of 2 Parts,
KSC Inspection
Poatftfght Hardware |nspection
Report for STS-S1D Part 2 of 2
Parts Clearfield Inspection
SRM Postft|ght Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-51B Part 1.of 2
Parts, KSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-528 Part 2 of 2
Parts Ctearf|etd Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-51G, Part 1 of 2
Parts, KSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-S1G, Part I of 2
Parts, Ctearfield Inspection
SRM Postf[ight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-51F (SRM-19) Part
2, Clearfield Inspection
SRM Postfiight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-511 (SRM*20) Part 1
of 2 Parts gSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-$11 (SRM-20) Part
20, Ctesrfield Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspectlon
Report for STS-51J (SRM-21) Part I
of 2 Parts KSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-61A (SRM-22) Part
I, KSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for Flight 61A (L022) Part
2 of 2 Parts Ctearfietd Inspection
Postftight Harduare Assessment at
KSC, Documentation of Flights
STS-6 through 41C (Motor Sets
SRM-O06 Through SRM-O01)
SRM PostftJght Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-61B (SRM-23) Part
1, KSC Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-618 (SRM-23) Part 2
of 2 Parts Ctearfield Inspection
SRM Postflight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-61C (SRM-24) Part 2
of 2 Parts, Ctearfield Inspection
SRM Postftight Hardware Inspection
Report for STS-61C (SRML024) Part
I of 2 Parts, KSC Inspection
RSRM Postflight Hardware


















Hov 85 2 U
12/11/85 2 U
Jun 86 2 U






























































FLight Systems Hazard Reports for
the Space Shuttle Redesigned Solid
Rocket Motor (RSRM) (Preliminary),
Volume I thru 4
Flight Safety Analysis Report for
the Space Shuttle Redesigned Solid
Rocket Motor (RSRM)
Failure Mode Effects Analysis and
Critical List Report
Failure Mode Effects Analysis for
SRM Test Electrical Checkout S/A
Device, P/N 81.150364
Failure Mode Effects Analysis and
Critical Items Report for Space
Shuttle Nigh Performance SRM
(STS-8 and Subs)
Failure Mode Effects Analysis and
Critical items List Report for
Space Shuttle FWC Solid Rocket
Motor Project FOOl
SRM Static Test Hazards Analysis
Baseline Building T-26 - Test
Managemmt
Operating and Sc_gort Hazards
Analysis fo SRM Large Motor
Casting Pit Operations
Operating and Sup_rt Hazards
Analysis fo SRM Final Assembly
Operations Hazards Analysis No.
87-135
Preliminary Hazards Analysis M-320
Drawing Review Analysis Addendum
Ha. 2, Review of Final M-320
.Drawing Changes Hazards Analysis
No. 88-050
Hazard Analysis M-197 Automated
Film Board Handling System
Specific Assessment Ha. 018
$RM "Anti-Static PLastic Sheeting"
and Personnel Grounding Hazards
Analysis No. 88-I02
Fault Tree Analysis
Recommendations for the Personal
Injury from High Pressure Water
Jet Impact of Personnel in _ashout
Bay MTI Hazards Analysis No.
86-178
SRM Static Test Hazards Analysis
8asetine Volume 1, Preliminary
Hazards Analysis of the T-97 SRM
Testing Facility Hazards Analysis
Ha. 87-049
Performance and Preparation
Procedure for Space Shuttle SRM
Project Failure Mode Effects
Analysis and Critical Items List
(Approved)
SRM Significant Problem Report No,
DR 4-5/I06 (5 Day), Insulated
Center/Aft Case Segment _ashout,










































































TNR - 11439 - 2
T_/R- 11441 - 2
TWR- 11882-1










SRM Significant Problem Report
Nose/Inlet Housing Failure in
First Prototype Flex Bearfng Test
SRM Significant Problem Report
_ose/]ntet Housing Failure
Incident Report, /gnitfon System
Hydroburst Test
SRM Significant Problem Report
Gask-O-Sesl Leak During Igniter
Chamber/Adapter Pressure Test
SRM Significant Problem Report (5
Day) Safety and ArmDevice Failure
to Arm
21-Day Resulution Report, Safety
and Arming Device Failure to Arm
Significant Problem Report - Leak
of Nozzle Flexible Bearing During
Tensile Limit Testing
21-Day Resolution Report, Leak of
Nozzle Flexible Bearing During
Tensile Limit Testing
21-Day Resolution Report, Leak of
Nozzle Flexible Besring During
TenJile Limit Testing
Significant Problem Report (21
Day) Gask-O-Seat Leak During
Development Ignition System Test
NO. 4
21-Oay Resolution Report, Safety




Nozzle Flexible Bearing Test
Outing Tensile Limit Testing
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/9, 5 Day Report, Field Joint
Between the Forward Casting
Segment and the Forward Center
Casting Segment, Leakage at the
Field Joint
21-Day Resolution Report, Leakage
at the Field Joint
Significant Problem Report, DR




Significant Problem Report DR
4-5/11, 5-Day Report, SRM F_exibte
Searing, Tensile Deflection Test
Failure
21-Day Resolution Report, SRM
Flexible Bearing, Tensile
Deflection Test Failure
Significant Problem Report, DR
































































TWR- 12605 - 2
TWR- 12632-1
TWR- 12632 - 2
TVR -12659- I
TVR- 12659-2














Significant Problem Report, OR
4-5/13, S-Day Report, Igniter
Qualification Firing Failure
21-Oay Resolution Report, Igniter
QuaLiffcatio_ F_rfng Failure
21-Ogy Resolutian Report, SRM
Floor P(ate Bond Failure
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/16, 5-Oay Report,
Gesk-O-Seel/STAT-O-Seal Leak
During Igniter System Leak Test
21-0ey Resolution Report,
Gask-O-Seal/Stat-O-Seal
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/17, 5-Day Report, Safe and Arm
Device Partial Rotation From Safe
to Am - Drop Test for S&A
Container
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Am Device Rotation During Drop
Test for S&A Container
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/18, S-Day Report, Safe and
Arming Oevice MS[ O-Ring Seal
Pressure leakage
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Arming Device NSI O-Ring Seal
Pressure Leakage
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/19, 5-Day Report Safe and Arm
Device Partial Rotation
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Arming Device Part|el Rotation
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/20, 5-Day Report, Safe and
Arming Device Partial
Rotation/Motor Failure
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Arm(ng Device Pattie(
Rotation/Motor Failure
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/21, 5-Oay Report. Safety and
Arming Device Slow Cycling Times
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Arm Device SLow Cyting Times
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/22, S-Day Report, lSC Delta
quat Test Failure
21-Day Resolution Report, LSC
Oe(ta Qua( Test Fa_(ure
Significant Problem Report, OR
4-5/24, 5-Day Report, Hydroproof
Failure of Lightweight Stiffener
Segment IU50715-01
21-Day Resolution Report,





















































































Excessive Erosion of STS-aA Nozzle
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/25, 5-Day Report, Nozzle
Severance System LAT Failure (Lot
AAO)
Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/26, 5-Day Report, Safety and
Arming Oevice Arming-Monitor
Torque Test Fai Lure
21-Day Resolution Report, Safety
and Arming Device Arming-Monitor
Torque Test Failure
SRM Signficant Problem Report, DR
4-5/27, (5 Day) S&A
Barrier/Booster (B-B) Arm Monitor
Switch 01:ening and Safe Monitor
Switch CLosure Exceed
Specification Limit
21-Day Resolution Report, S&A
Booster/Barrier (B-g) Arm Monitor
Switch Opening and Safe Monitor
Switch CLosure Exceed
Specification Limits
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/28, (5 Day) Safe and Arming
Device Barrier/Booster (B-B)
Pressure Test Fai Lure
21-Day Resolution Report, Safe and
Arm Device Barrier/Booster (B-B)
Pressure Test Fai Lure
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/29, (5 Day) Safety and Arming
Device Arming-Monitor Assembly
(A-M) Torque Test Failure
21-Day Resolution Report, Safety
and Arming Device Armi_-Monitor
Ass¢_bly (A-M) Torque Test Failure
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/31 (5 Day) O-Ring Char at
Nozzle/Aft Segment Joint of SRM
A58 (STS-11B/Mission 41B)
21-Day Resolution Report, OR
4-5/31, O-Ring Char at Nozzle Aft
Segment Joint of SRM A58 (STS-11B)
SRM Signficant Problem Report, DR
4-5/30, (5 Day) Slight Char
Condition on Primry O-Ring Seal
in Forward Field Joint of SRM A57
(STS-11 Flight, Mission 41S)
21-Day Resolution Report, Slight
Char Condition on Primary O-Ring
Seal in Forward Field Joint of SRM
A57 (STS-11 Flight, Mission 41B)
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/32, (5 Day) Excessive Erosion
at the Forward Nose Ring/Aft Inlet
Ring Interface (STS-11B Wozzle,
Mission 41B, SRM 10)
21-Day Resolution Report,
























































TWR - 14365 - I




















SRM Significant ProbLem Report, DR
4-5/33, (5 Day) Barrier/Booster




$RM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/34, (5 Day) Arm Monitor Switch
Opening Anomaly
21-0ay Resotution Report, Arm
Monitor Switch Opening Anomaly
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5135, 5-Day O-Ring Erosion at
Nozzle/Aft Segment Joint of
SRM-11A (STS-13/Mission 41C)
21-Day Reso{ution Report, O-Ring
Erosion at Nozzle/Aft Segment
Joint of SRM-11A (STS-13/Mission
41C)
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/37, (5 Day), Insulation
Unbound to the Forward Segment of
SRM 11A (Mission 41C)
21-Day Resolution Report,
Insulation Unbound in the Forward
Segment of SRM 11A (Mission 41C)
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/36, (5 Day), Pathfinder
(DF-O01) Nydrotest Incident
SRM Significant Problem Report, OR
4-5/38 (5 Day), O-Ring Erosion on
Mission 41D (SRM-13B)
21-Day Resolution Report, O-Ring
Erosion on Mission 410 (SRM-13B)
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/39, 5-Day, O-Ring Heat Damage
at Nozzle Joint of SRM-13A (410)
21-Day Resolution Report, O-Ring
Heat Damage Nozzle Joint of SRM
13A (410)
SRM Significant Problem Report, OR
4-5/40, (5 Day), Transducer Bolt
Assembly on SRM-12B STS-17/41G,
Impropertty Torqued
21-Day Resolution Report,
Transucer Bott Assembty on
SRM-128, STS-17/41G Improperly
Torqued
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5/41 (50ay), Charring of the
Primary O-Ring Seat in the Forward
Field Joint of SRM-15A and the
Center Field Joint of SRM 158
during Mission 51C
21-Day Resolution Report, Charring
of the Primary O-Ring Sea{ in the
Forward Field Joint of SRM-15A and





















































































SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/42 (5 Day), Nozzle Throat
Ring Pocketing on Mission 51D
(SRM-17B)
21-0ay Resolution Report, Hozzte
Throat Ring Pocketing on Mission
510 (SRM 17B)
SRM Significant Problem Report, DR
4-5144 (5 Day), Almormal Tears fn
the Stress Relief Flap of SRM 16B
Forward Segment (51B)
21-0ay Resolution Report, Abnormal
Tears in the Stress Relief Flap on
SRM 16B Forward Seg_nt (51B)
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/43 (5 and 21 Day) Erosion
of the Primary Igniter Gasket
Viton Seat of Development Motor
No. 6
SRM Significant Probtem Report No.
DR 4-5/65 (5 Day), Shrader Valve
Leek in A-M IU50266-01 S/N 0000003
21-Day Resolution Report, Shrader
Valve Leak in A-M 1U50266-01, S/N
0000003
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
4-5/46 (5 Day) Acceptance Torque
Test Failure of Arming Monitor S/N
0000034
21-Day Resolution Report,
Acceptance Torque Test Failure of
Arming Monitor S/N 0000034
SRM Significant Problem Report He.
4-5/47 (5 Day) LSC Lot AAE
Vibration Test Failure
SRM Significant Problem No. DR
4-5144 (5 Day) Erosion in the Case
to Nozzle Joint of Development
Motor No. 7
21-Oay Resolution Report, Erosion
in the Case to Nozzle Joint of
Development Motor Me. 7
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/49 (21 Day) Resolution
Report, Secondary O-Ring Erosion
in the Nozzle to Case Joint on
Mission 51B (SRM 16A)
21-Day Resolution Report, STA-2
Failure at MSFC
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/50 (50ay) S/A-2 Failure at
MSFC
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
4-5/51 (5 Day) Outer-Boot-Ring
Material Loss During Mission 51J
on SRM 21A
21-Day Resolution Report No. DR
4-5/51, Outer-Boot-Ring Material


























































































SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/52 (50ay) Tang End NBR
Insulation Oebonds on Mission 51J
SRM FLight Set 21
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/53 (21 Day) STS 51F
(SRM-19A) Nozzle Hose Inlet
ALuminum Housing Heat Effect
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/54 (50ay) Fractured Nozzle
Nose inlet ALuminum Mousing on
Flight 51A (SRM LO22B)
21-08y Resolution Report No. DR
4-5/54, Fractured Nozzle Nose
Inlet ALuminum Housing on FLight
51A (SRM-LO22B)
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/55 (5 Day) Tang and Clevis
End NBR Insulation Unbonds on
Mission 61C SRM FLight Set 24
21-Oay Resolution Report No. OR
4-5155 Tang and Clevis End NBR
LnsuLation Unhands on Mission 61C
SRM FLight Set 24
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/57 (5 Day) Insulation
Erosion in the Aft Field Joint
Region of SRM 24A
21-Oay Resolution Report No. DR
4-5/57 Insulation Erosion in the
Aft Field Joint Region of SRM 24A
SRM Significnat Problem Report Ha.
OR 4-5158 (50ay) System Tunnel
Insulated Cover Assembly
Discrepancies
21-0ay Resolution Report NO. DR
4-5158 System Tunnel insulated
Cover Assembly Discrepancies
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 6-5/59 (5 Day) Referee Test
Missing Pins
21-Day Resolution Report, Referee
Test Missins Pins
SRM Significant ProbeLm Report No.
OR 4-5160 (5 Day) Referee Test No.
5 Assembly Failure, Installation
Test
21-Oay Resolution Report, Referee
Test No. 5 Assembly Failure
Installation Test
SRM Significant Problem Report DR
4-51108 (24 Nourl5 Day) Nozzle
8oLts, Low ULtrasonfc PreLoad
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/108 (21 Day), Nozzle 8olts
Low ULtrasonic PreLoad
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/109 (5 Day) Forward Field













































































SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-51109 (21 Day), Forward Field
Joint Contamination (Greased
Soaked Cloth), PV-1
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/65 (5 Day) Postfire Paint
Blistering Ot_erved on Aft Segment
ETM-IA Static Motor Test
21-0ay Resolution Report, Postfire
Paint Blistering Observed on Aft
Attach Segment ETM-1A Static Motor
Test
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5169 (5 Day) Scrapf_,_ Exit
Cone Due to Vacuum Loss DR No.
152106
21-Day Resolution Report, Scrapped
Exit Cone due to Vacuum Loss
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5166 (5 Day) Erosion
Anomalies, Aft Exit Cc_'w_ETM-1A
21-Day Resolution Report, Erosion
Anomalies, Aft Exit Cone ETM-1A
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/71 (5 Day) DM-8 Aft Exit
Cone Joint Assembly Damage
21-Oay Resolution Report, 0M-8 Aft
Exit Cone Joint Assembly Oamage
SRM Significant Problem Repoert
No. DR 4-5/80 (5 Day) Nose Cap Aft
End Bond Separation
21-Oay Resolution Report, Nose Cap
Aft End Bond Separation
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5172 DR-8 Forward-to-Aft Exit
Cone Joint Leak Test Failure
21-0ay Resolution Report, DM-8
Forward-to-Aft Exit Cone Joint
Leak Test Failure
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/73 (5 Day) Postfire Burn
Spots and Crack on Aft Segment
ON-8 Static Motor Test
21-Day Resolution Report, Postfire
Burn Spots and Crack on Aft
Segment ON-8 Static Test Motor
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/75 (5 Day) Aft Casting
Segment Inclusion, DM-9
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No DR 4-5175
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/77 (5 Day) Scrapped DM-9
Nozzle Throat-lnlet Assembly

























































































SRM Significant Probelm Report DR
4-5178 (5 Day) Exit Co¢_e Assembly,
Forward Section Machining Problem
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5178
SRM Sign|f|csnt Problem Report No.
OR 6-5/79 (24 Houris Day)
Insulation Unbonds, Center Segment
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5179
SRM Sign|ficnat Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/81 (24 Hour/5 Day) Scrapped
Case Segment, Capture Cylinder,
Standard Weight
21-Osy Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/81
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4o5184 (24 Xour/5 Day) Scrapped
Aft Exit Cone due to Vacuum Loss,
DR No. 156201
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5/84
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5183 (5 Day) Nose Cap, Second
Machine, Scrapped due to Improper
Grit Blast
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/83
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/86 (24 Hour/50ay) Aft
Casting Segment Inclusion RSRM
Flight, Flight IA
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5/86
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5187 (50ay) OM-9 Involute
Boot Ring, Material Loss
21-Oay Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/87
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/90 (50ay) OM-9 Transducer
Bolt Assembly Union Improperly
Torqued
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5/90
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/91 (5 Day) DM-9 Igniter
Outer Gask-O-Seat Primary Seat
Subsurface Void with Contamination
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5191
SRM Significant Problem Report No.

































































































SRM Significant ProbLem Report No.
OR 4-5/92 (5 Day) Insulated Aft
Dome Washout, Due to Cure
Temperature and Pressure Loss
21-0my Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/92
SRN S_gnificant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/93 (5 Day) Insulated FWO
Segment-FWD Assembly Washout, Fue
to Loss of Pressure During
Autoclave Cure
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No, OR 4-5/93
Significant Problem Report No. OR
4-5/94 (5 Day) OM-9 Cowl Ring
Wedge Out
21-Oay Resotution Report, Prob(em
Mo. OR 4-5/94
Significant Problem Report No. DR
4-5/95 (5 Day) Clevis End Unbond,
Aft RH Segment RSRM 360L001
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/95
Significant Problem Report No. DR
4-5/97 (50ay) Erosion, Forward
Exit Cone, DM-9
21-Oay Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/97
Significant Problem Report No. OR
4-5/98 (5 Day) Factory Joint,
Primary O-Ring Damage, Aft
Segment, DM-9
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-5/98
Significant Problem Report No. OR
4-5/99 (5 Day) Custom Vent Port
Plug Pressure Leakage Past Primary
O-Ring NJES Static Test
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5199
Significant Problem Report No. OR
4-5/100 (5 Day) QM-6 S&A
Gask-O-Sea( Suspected Surface
Anomaly
21-Day Resolution Report, Problem
No. OR 4-51100
Significant Problem Report No. OR
4-5/101 (5 Day) Erosion, Aft Exit
Cone, OM-9
21-0ay Resolution Report, Problem
No. DR 4-5/101
Significant Problem Report No. DR
4-5/102 (5 Day) Seating Surface
Contamination (Grease Soaked
Cloth) QM-6 Forward Field Joint


































































TWR- 18653 - 2
TWR- 18771 - 1


















SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/104 (21 Day} Center Field
Joint Leak Test Problem
SRN Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/110 ($ Day) Ctevis O-Ring
Inadvertently Installed on Forward
Tang of RSRM-2B
SRM SJgnificent Problem Report No.
DR 4-51110 (21 Day), Clevis O-Ring
Inadvertently installed in Forward
Tang of RSRM-ZB
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-51111 (5 Day/21 Day)
Fluorocarbon Elastomer Rubber Not
in Compliance with Mit-R-83248A
Test Requirements
SRM Sfgnif_cant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/112 (21 Day), PVM-1 Forward
Mose Ring Problem
SRN Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/115 (5 Day), Nozzle Leek
Check Port Plug Seating
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/113 (21 Day), Nozzle Leak
Check Port Plug Seating
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/114 (21 Day), DF[ TPS
Debris in Flight Angry (IFA)
Report No. STS-26-M-1
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/115 (5 Day), Aft Dome
Insulation Voids, RSRM-4B
SRM Signif|cant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/115 (21 Day), Aft Dome
[nsutatiem Voids, RSRM-4B
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/116 (5 Day) RSRM-3B, Nozzle
to Case Joint, Leak Check Failure
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/117 (5 Day), QM-8 Nozzle to
Case Joint, Leak Check Failure
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/118 (5 Day), Joint Moisture
Seal Vent Valve Anomaly RSRM-1, In
FLight Anomaly STS-Z6-M-2
SRM Significant Problem Report No,
DR 4-5/118 (21 Day), Joint
Moisture Seal Vent Valve Anomaly
RSRM-1, In Flight Anomaly No.
STS-26-M-2
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/123 (5 Day), Fretting in
the Field Joints of the STS-26
(RSRM-I) In Flight Anomaly No.
STS-26-M-3
SRM Significant Prob|em Report No,
DR 4-5/123 (21 Day), Fretting in
the Field Joints of the STS-26

































































TIER- 18971 - 1
TWR-1897"2-1
TL4R- 1897]- 1















SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5/121 (5 Day), Forward Case
Segment Washout, RSRM-SA
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/119 (5 Day), Forward Exit
Cone Second Machine, SIN 0000024,
Scrapped, Wet Line Indications
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/122 (5 Day), Forward Exit
Cone Second Machine, SIN 0000025,
Scrapped, Wet Line Irclications
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/121 (5 Day), Aft Exit Cone
Second Machine, S/N 0000014,
Scrapped, Low Density Indications
SRM Sign|f_cant Problem Report No,
DR 4-5/129 (5 Day), Igniter Heater
Failure, QM-8 P/N IU76341-01
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/126 (5 Day), RSRM-2 Heaters
Charred, In Flight Anomaly Report
No. STS-ET-M-1
SRM Signficant Problem Report No.
DR 4-51127 (5 Day), RSRM-2 JPS
Debris form FH Center FieLd Joint,
In Flight Anomaly Report No.
STS-27-M-2
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-51131 (5 Day), Fretting in
the Field Joints of STS-27
(RSRM-2), In Flight Anomaly No.
STS-27-M-5
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
OR 4-5L128 (5 Day), Bolt Ba_ge in
the Aft Exit Cone to Forward Exit
Cone Joint of RSRM-2B, In Flight
Anomaly No. STS-27-M-3
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/125 (5 Day), Aft Exit Cone,
Foreign Material (Yellow Vinyl
Tape) Exits in Carbon Billet,
Oesignatecl for RSRM-68
SRM Significant Problem Report No.
DR 4-5/130 (5 Day), Field Joint
Thermal Protection System Water
Entry RSRM-2, in Flight Anomaly
Ho. STS-27-M-4
SRM Significant Probl_ Report No.
OR 4-51135 (5 Day), RSRM-2 LH
ignition Rise Rate Delay
21-Oay Resolution Retort, LSC Lot
AAE Vibration Test Failure
Results of Space Shuttle SRM
Clevis Joints Test
SRM Pyrotechnic 8ooster Charge
Test Report
SRM D6AC Direct Quench Heat Treat





















































































Test Report - Aft Case Segment
Forging Evaluation SRM Case
Progr_ll PIN 1U50129
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Attach Case
Segment PIN 1U50130
Test Report - EvaLuation of the
Forging for the SRM NozzLe Exit
Co_e Housing, P/N 1U50082
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Aft End Ring
of the Flexible Bearing, PIN
1U50083
Test Report - EvaLuation of the
Forging for the SRM Housing,
Nose/Inlet, Nozzle P/N 1U50084
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for SRM Nozzle Forward End
Ring, P/N IU50085
Test Report - EvaLuation of the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle Cowl
Housing, PIN 1USO088
Test Report - Evaluation for the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle Throat
Support Housing, P/N 1U50087
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Cowl Housing SRM Nozzle, P/N
1U50086-2
Test Report - Evaluation of the
SRM NozzLe Compliance Ring, PIN
1U51844 (Formerly P/Ns 1U51241 and
1U50090)
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle
Actuation Bracket, P/N 1U51242
Test Report - EvaLuation of the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle Aft
Exit Cone Shell, PIN 1U51243
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Bearing Shim
Test Report - Evaluation of
Forging for the SRM Igniter
Chamber
the
Test Report - EvaLuation of
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Test Report - Evaluation of
















the 07125178 2 u
the 03/10178 2 U
Space ShuttLe Ten-Shim (SIN 2)
Subscate FLex Bearing Bench Test
Test Report - SRM Igniter
Propellant Hazard EvaLuation
Studies
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System




































































Spmce Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Test Report, Fabrication
Verification Program, SRM igniter
Throat Insert
Sluice Shuttle SRM Ignitim System
Test Report, Igniter Propellant
Tailoring (TP-H1154)
Test Report for Terminal Connector
Evaluation and Strain Gage
Envirorw_,ntal Proof Testing, STA-1
Analysis of the PrototypeSpace
Shuttle Flexible Bearing (S/NO01)
Characterization and Vectoring
Endurance Bench Tests
Test Report - Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle Snubber
Segment, P/M 1U51061
Test Report o Evaluation of the
Forging for the SRM Nozzle Ring
Snubber Support, P/M lU51063
Analysis of the Prototype Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing (SIN 003)
Characterization and Tensile Limit
Bench Tests
Test Report - SRM igniter
DevetopnL, nt igniter No. I-5
Test Report - Space Shuttle SRM
ignition System TP-H1178
Propellant Demonstration
Test Report - Solid Rocket Motor
Segment Shipping and Handling Ring
Installation
Space Shuttle SRM ignition System
igniter Development Tests, Nos.
7,8, & 9 Test Report
Analysis of the Development Space




Test Report for the Igniter
Cha_er and Adapter Assembly
Nydroburst
Final Report, Space Shuttle SRM
Safety and Arming Device
Prequstification Tests, Together
with Appendix A, Vole I and II
Hyrdr_roof Test of Simulated
Igniter Adapter Tool, P/N 2U65020
Test Report - Analysis of the
Development Space Shuttle Flexible
Bearing (S/M 003) Acceptance Test
Space Shuttle SRM Case Test Report
Suntnary Report of the Hydroproof


























































































Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Perfor_nce in DM-2
Test Report on the Performance of
Different Bolts and Lubricants
Test Report - Bonding Material
$e{ection for SRM OFf
Inetrumentatfem
Space Shuttle SRB Actuator
Verification Test Report
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Development Test (LAT) No.
10 Test Report
Test Report - Assessment of
Fracture Toughness of the SRM
Cylindrical Forgings
SRB Structural Test STA-1Hotor
Case, Set-Up If, Phases 3, 4, 6, 7
and Spaceial Tesst, Final Report
S/A Acceptance Test Discrepancy
Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Searing 1U51060
SIN 0000006
Modification of 7U51420-I (CEC
4-395-0154) Transducer - Belt &
Howell CEC Report NO. 4-395-0154-I
Qualification Test Report High
Output Pressure Transducer, Type
4-395-XXX, Bell and Howell CEC
Report No. OTR I0210-21C
Final Report - Space Shuttle SRM
Safety and Arming Oevice
Qualification Tests
Space ShuttLe SRM Ignition System,
Igniter Deve[opment TEst (LAT) No.
11
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System,
Igniter Development Test (LAT) No.
12
Test Report for SRM Nozzle
Protective Plug
Test Report - Space Shuttle
Flexible Bearing, 1U51060, S/N
0000002 (R2)
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Searing 1U51060,
SIN 0000005
SRM IgnitiOn System Qualification
Test Report
Test Results for SRM Inert Forward
Segment Coupling and Normal
Railway Transportation Tests
Test Report - Space Shuttle Solid

















Oct 79 2 U











































































Acceptance Test Report, Space
ShuttLe FLexibLe Bearing, 1U51060
S/N 0000004 (Retest)
Test Report - Space Shuttle
Flexible Bearing, 1U51060, S/N
0000003 (R2)
Test Report - Qualification
Testing of 3-Axis Linear
Accelerometer, Model 5618-1
Test Report - Qualification
Testing of 3-Axis Linear
Acceierometer, Model 5618-2
Test Report - Qualification
Testing of Calorimeter, 1U51132
(Medtherm Corp Report 20-2038-I)
Test Report - Qualification
Testing of Probe, Thermocoupte,
1U51133 (Medtherm Corp Reprot
20-2038-2)
Space Shuttle SRM ignition System,
Igniter Development Test (LAT) No.
13
Test Report - Qualification
Testing of Nozzle Severance
Ordinance Cable, P/Ns 1U51478-01,
1U51478-02
Space Shuttle SRM S&A "Hot" Test
Results
SRB S&A Self-Check During SAIL,
Testing Failure Report
Qualification Test Report for Heat
Flux Transducer 1U51797 (Medtherm
Report No. 20-2240-1)
Final Report - Sea Water Soak of
Igniter Case
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
1U51060-08, S/N 0000001
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible geering
1U51060-08, S/N 0000002
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-08, S/N 0000002
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing 1U51060-0
S/N 0000004
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexibte Bearing
1U51060-0, S/N 0000004
Test Report - Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor, Qualification Motor
Static Firing Tests, Vol I, Vot 2,
Vol 3, and VoL 4
Test Report - Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor, Qualification Motor
Static Firing Tests, Vo{ I, Vo( 2,
Vo{ 3, and Vo( 4
DOCUMENT SEC
DATE TYPE CLASS
























































































Test Report - Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor, Qualification Motor
Solid Firing Tests
Test Report - Space Shutt|e Solid
Rocket Motor, Quatif|cstion Motor
Sot|d Firing Tests
Test Report - Ouatif|cation of
Sensor Installations Specimens 1A
& 1B through 8A & 8g (Wyle
Laboratories Report No. 55393)
Test Report - Qualification of
Sensor Installations Spec|mens 1A
& lg through 8A & 8S (Wyle
Laboratories Report go. 55593)
Test Report - Qualification of
Simulated Servoaccelerometers
Specimens 1A & 1g (I._/te
Laboratories Report No. 55524)
Test Report - Qualification of
Simulated Servoaccelerometers
SpecHmerm IA & IB (Vyle
Laboratories Report No. 55524)
Test Report Temperature
Sensitivity for Space Shuttle SRM
Pr,opellant TP-N1148
Test Report Temperature
Sensitivity for Space Shuttle SRM
Propellant TP-H1148
Final Test Report o BRB Structural
Test STA-1 Motor Case Set-Up
Phases 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12
Final Test Report, SRB Structural
Test STA-1 Motor Case Set-Up
Phases 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12








SRM Forward D_ Residual Stress
Test Report
SRM Forward Dome Residual Stress
Test Report
Final Test Report, SRB Structural
Test STA-1 Motor Case Set-Up If,
Phases 13, 13A and 18
Final Test Report - SRB Structural
Test STA-1 Motor Case Set-Up II,
Phase 13, 13A and 18
Final Test Report - SRM Structural
Test STA-1 Motor Case Set-Up If,
Phase 22 (Cavity Collapse)
Final Test Report - SRM Structural
Test STA-I Motor Case Set-Up If,




































































































Z= zR IZ I
voltage Transfent and Burst
Pressure Tests, Pressure
Trm_ducers, UN P/Ns 4-395-0160,
4-395-0161 and Thiokol P/Ns
7U51420-01, 1U50188-07, -08, -09
(Bell & Howell CEC Report No.
X09644)
Voltage Transient and Burst
Pressure Tests, Pressure
Transducers, B&H P/NS 4-395-0160,
4-395-0161, and Thiokoi P/Ns
71J51420-01, 1U50188-07, -08, -09
(Bell & Howell CEC Report No.
X09644)
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU51_-01, S/N 0000004 (Ri)
Acceptance Test Report, Splice
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU51060-01, $1N 0000004 (R%)
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
1US10_-10, S/N 0000001
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
IU510_-10, S/N 0000001
S_ce Shuttle SRM Igniter S&A
Device Test Report, Preliminary
NSI-i Reckmdant Seat Tests, CCC
Space Shuttle SRM igniter S&A
Device Test Report, Preliminary
N$1-1 Redundant Seal Tests, CCC
Splice Shuttle $RM ignition System
igniter Development (LAT) No. 15
Test Reloort
Space Shuttle SRM ignition System
Igniter Development (LAT) Ha. 15
Test Report
Spsce Shuttle SRM Lightweight Case
Segment Joint Verification Test
Analysis and Report
Splice Shuttle SRM Lightweight Case
Segment Joint Verification Test
Analysis and Report
Qualification Test Report for CEC
4-395-0154 Pressure Transducer (TC
P/N IU501_-06) Belt and Howell
CE¢ Report No. 4-395-0154
Test Report - SRM Igniter
Propellant Hazard Evaluation
Studies on Cured TP-H1178
Propellant
SRM Lightweight Cylinder Segment
Burst Test Report
Final Report for Full Scale Final
Evaluation (Delta Oual) of the MS!
Redundant Seal and Lot Acceptance
of Lot AAB
Final Report Testing of Three











Aug 80 2 U


















































































Final Report Space Shuttle SRM
Safety and Amir_ Device Shipping
and Storage Container
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle SRM Flexible Bearing,
1U51060-12, S/N 0000001
Space Shuttle SRN Ignition System
Igniter Development Test (tAT) No.
14 Test Report
Test Results and Analysis for the
Space Shuttle Igniter Life
Demonstration Program
Poatflight Evaluation of STS-1 SRM
Components Returned to Morton
Thiokol Corporation, Part V,
Ignition System
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Initiator Static Test
Report
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Development Test (tAT) No.
16 Test Report
Test Report - Space Shuttle
Flexible Bearing IU51060-12, S/N
0000002
Space Shuttle SRM ignition System
Demonstration Test Report
Development Test Report for
Modified NSi, Redundant Seat
Final Report for the Full Scale
Final Evaluation (Delta Oual) of
the Inititator Redudndant Seal and
Lot Acceptance of Lot AAA
Space Shuttle SRM Test Report,
Redesigned Nozzle Severance System
LSC Initiation Tests
Test Report - Space Shuttle
Flexible Bearing 1U51060, S/N
0000002R4
Test Report - Space Shuttle
Flexible Bearing 1US1060-OTR, S/N
0000003R1
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
lU51060-12 S/N 0000003
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Development Test (LAT) No. 17 Test
Report
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-OIR S/N 0000004R2
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1US1060-O7R S/N 0000001R2
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Oual Seal PLug Test Report
01/14/81 2
01/27/81 2
Mar 81 2 U
09/16/82 2
07/10/81 2



















































































Test Report, Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor Development Motor No.
5 Static Firing Test
Final Test Report for SRM Nozzle
Protective Foam Plug
Test Results and Analysis for the
DN-5 and aM-4 Space Shuttle
Igniters
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 18
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Besring
IU51060-12 S/N 0000007
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
lU51060-10 S/N 0000002R1
Test Report - Space Shuttle Sot id
Rocket Motor Qualification Motor
NO. 4 Static Firing Test
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 19 Test Report
Space Shuttle SRM Nozzle Actuator
Bracket Post-Test Strain Gage
Analysis
Space Shuttle SRM Test Report,
Severance of the ON-4 Nozzle
Test Report Space Shuttle Flexible
Bearing 1U51060-10 S/N 0000003R1
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000008
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
lU51060-12 S/N 0000004
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing 1U51060
SIN 00000O9
SRM Case Corrosion Results
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 20 Test Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000002R1
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000011
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000003R1
Test Report, SRM Nozzle Case Joint
Filler Material Installation Test











Jun 83 2 U
May 23 2 U
05/19/83 2 U

















































































Test Report - FWC-SRM Subscsle
Systems Tunnel Vibration Test
(Misidentified adOR 5-6)
Test Report, FWC-SRM Subscate
Systems Tunnel Model Survey
(Misidentified as DR 5-6)
Space Shuttle SRN Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 21 Test Report
Space Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000013
Space Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000012
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-07, S/N 0000001R3
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 22
JUstification Report for
Acceptance of ELectro Magnetics
Products as a Qualified Vendor for
Field Windings
Accep.ance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12, s/g 0000007R1
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51000-12, SIN 0000004R1
SRM Ignition System Igniter Lot
Acceptance Test (LAT) No. ?3 Test
Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
ShuttLe FLexibLe 8earing
1U51060-12, S/N OOOOOOSR1
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000014
STS-BA JPL-MS NozzLe Erosion
Anomaly Investigation Static Test
Report
space Shuttle Igniter-Case Joint
Filler Material Installation
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
IU51060-12 S/N 0000010R1
Space Shuttle FWC-SRM ON-06 Static
Test Report Volume I
Space Shuttle FgC-SRM DM-7 Static
Test Report Volume 2
Addendum to _tion 3.2.4.1,
Nozzle Space Shuttle FUC-SRM DM-?
Static Test Report Volume 2
Mounting Enclosure Effect on




















Nov 85 2 U
Nov 85 2 U



































































Space ShuttLe SRM Actuator Length
Determination for OM-?
Final Report for Space Shuttle SRM
Safe and Arming Dev(ce Ignition
Granule Agir_l
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
_o. 26 Test Report
Acceptance Test Report, Space
ShuttLe Flexible 8earing
1U51000-01S/N 000005R3
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-10, S/NOOOOOO3R2
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U61060-01, S/N 0000002R6
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 2S Test Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
Mo. 26 Test Report
Space Shuttle SRM Actuator Length
Determination for OM-5
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU51060-01S/N 0000003R5
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000006R1
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000008R1
Space Shuttle Improved Materials
and Ply Angle Evaluation Nozzle
Static Test Report (JPL N-7)
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000009R1
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000016
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000004R2
Space Shuttle SRM [gnition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)







July 85 2 u
Nov 84 2 U
01/14/85 2
01/16/85 2







Oec 85 2 U
2 U












































































Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 28
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-01S/N 0000004R4
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-07 S/N 0000011R6
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000011R1
F_JC Corrosion Test Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000010R2
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000005R2
Space Shuttle SRM Ignitiem System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 30 Test Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Searing
1U51060-10 S/N 0000002R3
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
Test Report No. 28
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000002R3
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
NO. 31 Test Report
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000020




Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000007R2
Acceptance TeSt Report Space
Shuttle FLexible Searing
1U51060-12 S/N 0000008R2
Joint Envirorlent Simulator 1A
(JES IA) Final Test Report
Test Report of Methyl Chloroform
Reaction on D6AC Steel
Test Results of EA-946 8ond
Enhancement Studies
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 32 Test Report
DOCUMENT
DATE TYPE
































































































Space Shuttle aRM Nozzle Aft Case
Joint Cold Flow Test
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing 1U51060
SIN 0000004R3
Igniter Nozzle Insert Burst Test
Report





Final Test Report, Joint
Environment Simulator 1B (JES-1B)
SRN Joint Deflection Referee 2A
(Composite Overwrap) Test Report
SRM Joint Deflection Referee
2B-ll, Preformed Composite
Overwrap Final Test Report
aRM Joint Deflection Referee
2B-If, Preformed Composite
Overwrap Final Test Report
Report on Impace Loading of Inner
Clevis Leg During SRM Case
Assembly
aRM Case Assembly and Hydroproof
Qualification (Referree 3A,
Hydroproofs 6, 7, and 8) Fine[
Test Report
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
(NJES) H-1 Final Test Report
Final Test Report SRM Case Field
Joint AssecltbLy Demonstrations
(JAD-18)
HOT Etastomeric Couplant Screening
First Interim Test Report of the
Fracture Mechanics Testing of the
RSRM Factory Joint Leak Check Port
J-Joint BondLine Inspection Tool
(JgiT) Certification Test, Final
Report
Factory Joint Resiliency Testing,
Final Report
Space Shuttle aRM GTM-4 Center
Segment Moda[ Survey Test
Space Shuttle Center Sect[ Modal
Survey Test (MS No. 2, MS No. 3)
Mode( Correlation
Leak Test of STA-3 Forward Segment
Capture Feature Joint
Joint Environment Simulator 3A
(JES-3A) Final Test Report












June 87 2 U
June 87 2 U
01/23/87 2 U
May 87 2 U
June 87 2 U
May 87 2 U
09101/88 2 U
09/01/88 2 U

























































































Joint Environment Simulator 2A
(JES-2A) Final Test Report
Joint Environment Simulator 38
(JES-3B) Final Test Report (Vol I)
Nozzle Plug Htgh Rate
Pressurization Test Report
RSRM Nozzle Foam Plug High Rate
Pressurization Quail fication Fins[
Test Report
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Modified Igniter Lot Acceptance
Test (I.AT) No. 37 Test Report
Joint Environment Simulator 28
(JES-28) Final Test Report
Test Results for the NJES H-24
Hyclroproof Test (Supplement to
T_- 16656)
Test Results for the NJES H-3B
l_ydroproof Test
Nozzle Joint Assembly
Oemonstration (NJAD) Final Test
Report
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
(NJES) H-2A Final Test Report
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
(NJES) H-2B Final Test Report
Space Shuttle Engineering Test
Motor 1A (ETM-1A) Final Test
Report
Space Shuttle Development Motor
No. 8 (DM-8) Final Test Report
(Vo(1)
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
NO. 34 Test Report
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Igniter Lot Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 35 Test Report
Space Shuttle Ignition System
Igniter Log Acceptance Test (LAT)
No. 36 Test Report
Structural Test Article 3 (STA-3)
Firwm( Test Report
Structural Test Article 3 (STA-3)
Final Test Report
Nozzle Joint Enviror_nt Simualtor
(NJES) 2-A Final Test Report
Structural Results for the Nozzle
Joint Environment Simulator
(NJES- IA) Test
Joint Assembly Demonstration 2











































































































Nozzle Joint Assembly Environment
Simulator (NJES) 1A Final Test
Report
%nter_ Long Ter.I Resilier_e
Testing Report
Assembly Test Article (ATA) Final





Circumferential Flow Test Final
Test Report (Vol I)
Fungus Resistance of Aluminum
Systems Tunnel Materials F_na[
Test Report
Test Report Flex Plate Test
SRM Insulation Edge De_nd
Evaluation (The Effects of Conoco
HD02 and Texaco AFB-2 Grease






Test Report 1.4 Times MEOP
Hydroproof Test
ETM-1A Structural Test Report
HPM Nozzle Nose Inlet Housing
Structural Test Final Test Report
ETM-1 Disassembly Inspection
Structural Report
Field Joint Assembly Fixture
%natatlation Kennedy Space Center
Final Test Report
Pathfinder (TPTA) Final Test
Report (Vol I)
F_rm[ Test Report on STA-2A Space
Shuttle Fil_nt Wou_ Case Solid
Rocket Booster
Final Test Report on VLS-1
Assembly at Vandenburg Launch Site
Structural Results for the Nozzle
Joint Environment Simualtor 2A
(NJES-2A) Test
Final Report on SRM Chemlok
Application Process Verification
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
2B (NJES-2B) Final Test Report
0M-8 RSRM Structural Test Report
SRM Insulation/Case Bond Integrity





July 87 2 U
09/22/87 2 U
02/22/88 2 U
Dec 87 2 U






































































































Test Report - Joint Heater Thermal
Conductive Adhesive
Ther_mt Cyclir_a Test on
Composite-Overwrap Bonded to Full
Scale So_id Rocket Motor Segn_nt
Final Test Report
Test Report 3-Joint Resiliency
Test
Test Report 3-Joint Resiliency
Test
Nozzle/Case Joint Radial Bolt
(1U2_3167) Engineering Tests
Report of Button Putt Test to
Verify Inspection of
Case/Insulation Sondline
Structural Results for the Nozzle
Joint Environment Simulator 3A
(NJES-3A) Test
DM-8 Systems Tunnel Aluminum Floor
Plate Pull Test, Final Test Report
Test Relcxort Syst_ Tunnel Ground
Strap Borx:ltine Aging
0M-9 Syst_ TL_nnel ALuminum Floor
Plate Pull Test Final Test Rel:x_rt
Cork Extrusion Mechanical
Characterization Final Test Report
DM-9 Pull Test Report
Moisture Seal Qualification Test
Final Test Report
Final Test Report _ir_d Tunnel
Testing of the SRM Field arx:l
Factory Joints incl_Jding Heater
Cables and Cable Connectors
DM-8 Insulation Ccxnponent
Evaluation Final Test Report
ON-9 Post Fire Joint OisassembLy
Seal Component Interim Report (Vol
4)
QM-6 Postfire Hardware Evaluation
Final Report System Overview
OR-7 Postfire Hardware Evaluation
Final Report System Overview
Factory Joint Seal Integrity
Igniter Gasket Resiliency Test
Report
Test Results of ETP-0176 "Test
Plan of Determining the
SeatabilJty of Leak Check Port
Plug"
Space Shuttle Development Motor
No. 9 (DM-9) Final Test Report
(rot 1, Vot 2)
Space Shuttle Qualification Motor











































































































Space Shuttle Qualification Motor
No. 7 (OM-7) Final Test Report,
Volumes 1 and 2
Space Shuttle Qualification Motor
No. 7 (ON-7) Final Test Report
Nozzle Joint Env|r_t S|mlator
3B (NJES-3B) Final Test Report
Nozzle Joint Envir_t Simulator
3A (NJES-3A) Final Test Report
Nozzle Joint Environ_nt Simlator
(NJES) N-3 Final Test Report,
Addendum A
RSRM Nose inlet Housing Structural
Test, Final Test Report
Structural Test Results of the SRM
Hardware Interference Fit
Assembty)
Trmnsient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 2.1 Final Test Report, Vol
1
SRM Nozzle Flex Searing Boot Loads
Test Report, Volumes ! and I!
Space Shuttle Production
Verification Motor 1 (PV-1) Static
Fire Final Test Report
Space Shuttle Production
Verification Motor (PV-I) Static
Test Final Test Report
Test Report Pressure Sensitive
Adhesive Aging Test
Final Report for STA-2A NOT
Testing
Defect Detection Requirements and
Rejection Criteria for RSRM
O-Rings, Final Test Report
Operational Pressure Transducer
Overpressure Test, Final Report
Ultrasonic Bolt Gage Qualification
(POX 934-01) Final Test Report
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttte Ftexibte Bearing,
1U51060-12, S/N 0000006R2
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
1U51060-12, S/N 0000009R2
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexible Searing,
1U51060-12, S/N 0000014R1
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Ftexib[e Bearing,
1U51060-12, S/M 0000016R1











































































































Testing Program, Final Test Report
Igniter Joints Leak Test Report
Safe and Am Rotor Shaft O-Rings
Test Report
Test Report Insulation to Case
Edge Separation Repair Adhesive
Screening
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 1.1 and 1.1A Final Test
Report (rot 1)
70-tb Charge (SPC) Subscate Motor,
Full-Scale Thickness SRM Joint
(Phase II)
Space Shuttle SRM |gnition System
Modified Igniter Lot Acceptance
Test (LAT) No. 38 Test Report
Acceptance Test Report, Space
Shuttle Flexile Bearing,
1U51060-12, S/N 0000007R3
STA-3 Liftoff Test No. 4 Aft ET
Attach, Ouick[ook Report
STA-3 Test 2 Aft ET Attach
Influence Loads with Internal
Pressure
PNO-Pi Tape Referee Shim Test
(UTP-O143A)
Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor
(RSRM) Assembly Test Article (ATA)
Structural Test Report
STA-3 Test 1 Aft ET Attach
Influence Loads without Internal
Pressure -Ouick[ook" Report
Report for Aging Studies to
Determine the Effects of
isopropanol/Distilled Water
Exposure on NBR Final Report
Joint Environment Simulator
(JES-3C), Final Test Report
Pathfinder Exit Cone Severance
Test Report
Pathfinder Asseld:ly Evaluation of
Adhesive and Outer Boot Ring/Cowl
Replacement Final Report
Test Results of RSRM Nozzle Flex













Jan 88 2 U
03/09/88 2










































































Final Test Report for Nozzle
Cor_entrici ty Gage
Test Report for Certification of
Leek Test Equipment
Pi Tape - Profile Measuring Device
Referee Test Final Report
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 1.2 Fina( Test Report
DFI/OFI/OEI CabLe Assembly
Acceptance Test Report
Test Report Grease Contaminated
Carbon PhenoLic Tensi te Adhesion
Strength
DM-9 RSRM Structural Test Report
Effects of Methyl Chloroform and
Mek on Chamtok-to-NSR Bond
Integrity, Final Report
Acceptance Test Report Spate
Shuttle FLexible Bearing
1U51O60-01, S/N 0000004R5
Outer Boot Ring/Cowl Refurbishment
Bond
Test Results SRM Field Joint
Protection System I(evtar Strap
Test Report on Results of Test
Plan for Determining Safety Factor
of Air Load Inspection
Test Report EA 934-NA Pot Life
aRM Rail Shipment Cover Lightning
Final Test Report
NozzLe/Case Joint Adhesive
DeveLopment Test Report Phase !
Vent Port PLug Leak Test Fixture
Final Test Report
Test Report UF-3296 SiLance Primer
Replacement with an Off-the-Shelf
Primer
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Modified Igniter Lot Acceptance




Effect of Low Temperature and High
Humidity on the Cure of STWS-2813
(DC 90-006-02) Sealant Final
Report
The ResuLts of Hydrotest for
Bushed Pin Holes
Test Report on the Effect of
O-Ring Squeeze on Barrier-Booster
Rotor Torque
T-97 Side Load Servoactuator










Sept 88 2 U



























































































LSC Molded Ring Retainer Test
Report
Effect of Process Veribtes on
EPDM/D6AC Bond Integrity Final
Report
Effect of Process Variables on
EPOM/D6AC Bond integrity Final
Report
Test Report Temperature and




RSRM Nozzle Bolts Torque Versus
Prelaod Testing
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing,
lU52840-03, S/N 000008R1
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
1U52840-03, S/g 000008R1
Pressure Sens i t ive Adhes ive
Bonding on Hypalon Polysulfide
Painted Surfaces
Test Report Bonding EPOM (053A)
Rubber to Chopped Silica Phenolic
Test Report Paint Stripper Surface
Contamination Study
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU52_0-03 S/NO0000011
Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor
360L001 and Seal Leak Results
O-Ring Common Surface Area During
Leak Testing - Test Results
Transient Pressure Test Article
1.3 (TPTA 1.3) Final Test Report
Transient Pressure Test Article
1,3 (TPTA 1.3) Final Test Report
Test Report Grease Contaminated
Carbon Phenolic Tensile Adhesion
Strength Aging Study
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU52840-03 S/N 0000004RI
Acceptance Test Report Space
Shuttle Flexible Bearing
IU52840-03 S/N 0000012R3
T-97 SRM Static Test Facility
Evaluation, Final Test Report
RSRM Segment/Railcar Scanner Test
Report





























































































Long Term Resiliency Testing,
Final Report
Second FLight Redesigned Solid
Rocket Motor (360L002) Seal Leak
Test Results
Testing to Q_tify the New
Blending Building at Kerr-McGee
for the SRM Program
Program PLan Systems Tunnel Paint
Stripping Process
Lot Acceptance Test Report for
1U51703 Lot AAC Pyrotechnic Basket
Assembly
SRM Frozen Field Joint Test Report




SRM Joint Deflection Referee Test
Report
Hot O-Ring Extrusion Test -Fina(
Report
Static O-Ring Resiliency Testing
Report
70-tb Motor, Full Cross Section
Field Joint Tests
SRM Joint Deflection Referee Test
Phase 2 Final Report
Oyrmmic Vacuum Putty Extrusion
Test
Action Ttem SRMTF-01-31-014, MSFC
108
O-Ring Dynamic Blow-by Test -
Interim Release
Sharp O-Ring Groove Edge Test -
Final Report
Cold O-Ring Extrusion Test
O-Ring Contaminaton Leak Check
Test
Short Stack O-Ring Assembly Damage
Teat
Space Shuttle Characterization of
Fluorocarbon O-Ring Rubber
Summary Report, 70-[b Motor Joint
Tests 7C, 8A, 88, and 9[]
Dynamic Vacuum Putty Extrusion
Test Results
Dynamic Vacuum Putty Extrusion
F(na[ Report SRMTF-01-014, MSFC
0105
















































































































Checkout and Refurbishment PLan
for Space Shuttle Static Test
Motors Aft Skirt in Building M-67
Acceptance Test Procedure, Lot
Acceptance of 1U51703-01
Pyrotechnic Basket Assembly, Space
Shuttle SRM
Acceptance Test Procedure STA-3
Instrumentation Cable Assembly
2000 PSIG
Transient Pressure Test APtic[e
(TPTA) 1.1 Test Plan
Test PLan AssembLy Test Article
(ATA)
Test Plan for Qualification of the
Modified Igniter
Space Shuttle Development Motor
DM-8 Static Test Plan
Test Plan System Tunnel/Vibration
Test
SRM Nozzle Bearing Torque vs
Temperature Test Plan
Test Plan Fungus Resistance of
Aluminum Systems Tunnel Materials
Pathfinder Test Plan
Space Shuttle Development Motor
No. 9 (DM-9) Static Fire Test PLan
Field Joint Assembly Fixture
Installation Test Plan
Qualification Test Plan Wind
Tunnel Testing of the SRM
Field/Factory Joints Including
Heater Cables and Connectors
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 2.1 Test Ptam
Space Shuttle Ouatification Motor
No. 6 (QM-6) Static Fire Test Plan
Space Shuttle Qualification Motor
No. 7 (OM-7) Static Fire Test Plan
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 1.2 Test Plan
FuLL-ScaLe Joint Environment
SimuLator lS (JES-18) Test Plan
Moisture Seal Qualification Test
Qualification Test Plan for the
SRM Rail Shipment Cover Lightning
Test
Qualification Test Plan for Use of
the POX 934-01Boltmaster Bolt
Gage
Oualificati¢_ Pten for Fiberoptics






Oct 87 2 u
11/02/87 2 U
2 U
Aug 87 2 U
July 87 2 U
Mar 87 2 U
05/06/88 2 U
03/31/87 2 U
July 87 2 U
12/15/87 2 U
Apr 87 2 U

























































































I Z t_=Z I
Qualification Test Plan for the
Field Joint Protection System Vent
Valve Aging Teat
Qualification Plan for the J-Seal
Temirm.m Inspect|on System Model
C77-0485




Qualification Test Plan for the
Cable C_ling Lightning Transient
Test
Qualification Test Plan for the
DFI/OFI/O6X EMC/EHI Test
Current Return Jumper Assembly
Test
Space Shuttle Process Verification
Motor (PUN-l) Static Fire Test
Plan
Qualification PLan for Ultrasonic
Inspection of the SRM Utilizing
the [-98 Inspection Team
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
Qualification Hydroproof Test
Plan, (NJES-H3)
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 2.2 Test Plan
Aging Studies of O-Ring Resiliency
Triaxiat Acceterometer Assembly
Qualification Test Plan
RSRM Nozzle Actuator Bracket/Lug
Fracture Mechanics Qualification
Test Plan
Aluminum Systems Tunnel Ground
Strap
Qualification Test Plan for the
Field Joint Moisture Seal Rain
Test
Vent Port Plug Leak Test Fixture
Qualification Test Plan
Qualification Plan for J-Seat Bond
Line Inspection Tool
Qualification Plan for X-Ray of
SRM Loaded Motors at M-197 X-Ray
Facility
Transient Pressure Test Article
(TPTA) 1.3 Test Plan
Qualification Test Plan for the
8U75686 Field Joint Assembly
Fixture
















































































































Test Plan for Qualification of
RSRM Igniter Insulation in the
M-Ill/M-52 Facility
Test Plan for $RM Flex Bearing
Boot Asbestos NBR Material
Replacement
Test Plan for Rayon Yarn and
Fabric Evaluation
Test Plan for Evaluation of New
Attax and Captax Acceleration in
NBR and EPORM SRM Etastomeric
insulation Materials
Nozzle Plug Temperature Humidity
Environment Study
Test Plan for Determining the
Effect on Sealability of Rolled or
Twisted O-Rings





Test Plan for Determination of
Leak Test Parameters for [nner and
S&A Gaskets of Modified Ignition
Syste_
Test Plan, Joint Insulation
Oemensional Inspection
Engineering Test Plan Adhesive
Pressure Sealing
Characterization of Cure
Completeness for Redesigned Solid
Rocket Motor Nozzle Adhesives
Tests to Determine Elastic-Plastic
and Fracture Mechanics Properties
of Case Metallic Materials
M-606 Grinding Facility Evaluation
JES-3 Vertical Assembly with FJAF
Manual Measurement Procedure
ETM-1A Aft Exit Cone
Investigation, Thermal Response of
the new 30 Degree Ply Angle Aft
Exit Cone During Cure in the M-111
No. I Autoclave
Horizontal Assembly Requirements
for RSRM Segments with 7U75170
Field Joint Assembly Fixture
Shuttle Technical Evaluation
#1 (TEN-01) Static Fire Test
Shuttle Technical Evaluation




































































































Slog Formation in TP-H1148
Propellant





System Tunnel Aluminum Floor
P[ate Ground Strap Aging Test
Test Procedure for Calibration
Factors for POX 934-01 Bolt Gage
for OM-9 Type Nozzle Radial and
Axial Bolts
Test Plan for Nozzle Concentricity
6age
Test Plan for Hydrogen
EmbrittLement Testing of Loctite
262 Threadtocking Acl_esive/Sealant
Redundant and Verification Port
Plug Design Leek Check Test Plan
Test Plan RSRM Case tO Insulation
Edge Unbond Study
Nozzle Flex Boot Burst Test
Test Plan to Evaluate Chemtok 233
for Use in the RSRM Nozzle Flex
8earing
Redundant and Verifiable Nozzle
Port Plug Oesign Test Plan
Internal gozzle Joint Seal
Resiliency Test Plan
Flexible Boot Loads RSRM Outer
Boot Ring Structural Test Plan
Pathfinder Adhesive Test Plan for
Replacement Outer Boot Ring to
Cow( Bond_ncj on the SRM Nozzle
Potybutene Requalification
Test Plan Aging of Edge Separation
Repairs
Round Robin Sieve Calibration and
AP Part_cte Size Analysis
Outer Boot Ring Cowl Refurbishment
Bond Testing
Test Plan Edge Oebond Epoxy
Adhesive Repair Evaluation
RSRM: MozzLe Suptmrt - Determining
the Effect of Multiple Cure Cycles
on Space Shuttle RSRM Aft Exit
Cone Liner Carbon Cloth Phenolic
Test Plan for Oetermining Air Load
Test Safety for Toot 2U129720,
2U2987_, and _J129786
Cohesive and Adhesive Fracture
Toughness Characterization of




Sept 87 2 U
09120187 2 U
Oct 87 2 U
10/07/87 2 u







































































Test Plan for Hydrogen
Embrittlement Testing of S/lane
Primer
Test Plan for Proof and Burst Test
for Pressure Transducer and LVOT
Chemical Stability of HD-2 Grease
Test Plan
0M-9 Postfire Insutat|on to Case
Clevis Edge Unbond Investigation




Effects of Methyl Chlorofom and




Test Plan Evaluating the
Insulation of Stiffener Rings in
M-S2/M-111 Facility
Test Plan to Qualify Moulds used




Tests to Determine Sealing
Capability of the S&A Roter Shaft
O-Rings
Improved Vacuum Bag Bleeder
Systems for SRM Case Insulation
Phase I, RSRM TP-H11T8 Igniter
Propellant Characterization




(STWS-3215) Backfill in the Aft
Exit Cone
Test Plan for T-97 Servoactuator
Gain Stability Margin Test
Phased Testing to Charactize
Elastic-Plastic and Fracture
Mechanics Properties of Case
Metallic Materials




Test Plan to Determine Rupture
Pressure of the Hyrotechnic Gasket
Cover and [gniter Initiator
Environmental Seals
RSRM Nozzle Glass to Carbon






















Apr 88 2 U
May 8 2 U

















































































Cowl Vent HoLe Stag Studies
FJPS Moisture Seal
Chsrecterizatton
Test P[en to Determine the Effect
of O-Ring Squeeze on
Barrier-Booster Rotor Torque
Test PLan to Determine the Effect
of O-Ring Squeeze on
Barrier-Booster Rotor Torque
SRM GLass CLoth Phenolic Tag End
Resin Content Versus Component
Resin Content
SRM Second Source Evaluation of
Cork Insulation
Effects of Process Variables on
EPDM/D6AC Bond Integrity Test PLan
Adhesive Tape Residue Test PLan
Contamination Removal Using
Various Solvents and Methodologies
Test PLan
M-52 BLestroom Contamination Test
PLan
RSRM Full Sized Wrapped Glass and








Effect of Finish on Bond Strength
Test PLan
Nozzle/Case Joint Adhesive
DeveLopment Test Phase 11
Test Plan Space Shuttle SRM
ELectrostatic Sensitivity and
Charge Generation Stuclies
RSRM Nozzle Throat Support Housing
Repair Development Testing
RSRM TP-H1168 Propellant Long-Term
Strain Capability Characterization
RSRM FgD Exit Cone SIN 16 GLass to
Carbon Interface LOW Density
Indication Testing
Test P(an Bondtine Pressure at the
Ctevis InsuLation Interface
Bondtine Pressure at the CLevis
Insulation interface
Test PLan for SRM Nozzle Char Line
Measurement











June 68 2 U
June 1989 2 U
May88 2 U







Sept 88 2 U
09/02/88 2 U
12/01/88 2 U
























































































Test Plan for the Hydroburst of an
Igniter Assembly
RSRM TP-H1148 Ignition Propellant
Strain Characterization
RSRM Aft Exit Cone S/N 13 Glass
Cloth Low Density Indication
Testing
RSRM Center Segment Propellant
Grain Dimension Measurement
Cork to Case Bonding TestPlan
Evaluation of Gloves Recommended
for Solvent Cleaning with Methyl
Chloroform
Engineering Test Plan Epoxy
Adhesive Screening
Test Plan Chemlok Adhesive Bonding
System Te_cmrature and Time
Characterization
Polysulfide Adhesive: Material and
Bonding Capabilities at Small Load
Rates
RSRM Field Joint Volume Mo. 4 iV4)
Pressurization Tests
Aft Exit Cone S/N 14 LDi's
STS-26 Postflight Systems Tunnel
Aluminum Floor Plate Pull Test "
STS-26 Postflight Systems Tunnel
Aluminum Floor Plate Pull Test
Test Plan for Igniter Heater EMI
Transient Test
HPM Forward Segment Inspection
Following Long Term Vertical
Storage Prior to Rail Shipment
Back to Utah
Fracture Mechanics Testing of the
RSRM Stiffener Stub Detail
Morton Thiokol Purchase Order to
Bell and Howell CEC Division, POT
Test Requireff_nts
Test Plan for SRM Inhibitor/SLot
Cold FLow Testing




Test Plan for Vectoring Endurance
Testing SRM Prototype Bearing
Characterization (Approved)
Test Plan for Tensil Limit Testing
SRM Prototype Bearing
Characterization (Approved)
SRM Liner Requalification Plan
Test Plan, SRM Mozzle Exit Cone































































































Test Plan for Fabrication
Verification Program SRM Igniter
Throat Insert
BRM Forgings Sectioning Plan
(Approved)
Test Plan for Aft Case Segment
Forging Evaluation SRM Case
(Approved)
Test Plan for Attach Case Segment
Forging Evaluation SRM Case
Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Forward Case Segment
Forging Evaluation SRM Case
Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Exlt Cone Housing
Forging Evaluation, SRM Nozzle
Program (Approved)
$RM Nozzle System Test Plan for
Aft End Ring Evaluation, SRM
Bearing (Approved)
Test Plan for Nose Inlet Housing
Forging Evaluation SRM Nozzle
(Approved)
Test Plan for Forward End Ring,
Evaluation, SRM Bearing (Approved)
Test Plan for Cowl Housing Forging
Evaluation SRM Nozzle (Approved)
Test Plan for Throat Support
Housing Forging Evaluation, SRM
Nozzle Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Fixed Housing
Forging Evaluation, SRM Nozzle
(Approved)
Test Plan for Fixed Housing
Forging Evaluation, $RM Nozzle
(Approved)
Test Plan for Compliance Ring
Forging Evaluation, SRM Nozzle
(Approved)
Test Plan for Nozzle Actuator
Bracket Forging Evaluation SRM,
Nozzle Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Exit Cone Adapter
Forging Evaluation, SRM Nozzle
Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Shim Forging
Evaluation, %RM Bearing (Approved)
$RM Ignition System Test Plan for
Evaluation of the Forging for the
SRM Ignition Initiator Chamber
(Approved)
Ignition System Test Plan for the
Forging for the $RM Igniter
Adapter (Approved)
SRM Ignition System Test Plan for
Evaluation of the Forging for the







































































































SRM Ignition System Test Plan
Igniter Initiator Static Firing
(Approved)
SRM Ignition SYstem Test Plan
8ooster-larrier Static Firing
(Approved)
Static Test Requirements for
Xnsutation Test Motor TU-7_
Modified
Instrumentation Evaluation Test
Plan for SRM STA-1
SRM Ignition System Test Plen
Ignition System Development and
Qualification (Approved)
Test Plan for Castabte Inhibitor
Test Plan, SRM Propellant TP-H1148
Bonding Test Plan, Instruments for
SRM Instrumentation
SRM Safety and Arming Device Test
Plan for Barrier-Booster Lot
Acceptance Testing
Test Plan for SRM Case Heat Treat
Qualification Program, Phase 1A
and 18, Phase |1, Phase [l]
Test Plan for Operational Pressure
Transducer Leak Test SRM
instrumentation
Acoustic Emission for Strand
Burning Test Plan
Test Plan for Acceptance Testing
SRM DR-1 and DM-2 Flex Bearings
(Approved)
Test Plan for Evaluation of Pin
Retainer and Joint Seal (Approved)
SRM S&A Device Test Plan,
Pre-Quatification Tests (Approved)
Test Plan S&A Shipping and Storage
Container Testing
Test Plan for Combustion Stability
Study,, SRM Propellant, TP-H1148
(Approved)
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
Development Motor 1 Static Test
(Approved)
Test Plan for TP-H1148 Propellant
Mechanical Properties
Determination
Test Plan for SRB Nozzle/TVC
Confirmation Test (Approved)








































































T_IR-11338 Rev H Addend A
TWR-11345
TWR-11349 Rev A
TWR-11425 Rev A Addend I, 4, 5
TWR-11511




TWR-11752 Rev A Amend 1
Safety and Arming Device Test Plan
Qualification Tests (Approved)
Safety and Arming Device Test Plan
Qualification Tests (Approved)
Test Plan SRM Case Hydroburst
(Approved)
Test Plan SRM Case Hydroburst
(Approved)
Test Plan for Hydroproof Test,
SimuaLted Igniter Adapter (Tool),
P/N 2U65020
Test Plan for Nydroproof Test,
Simulated Igniter Adapter (Tool),
P/N 2U65020
Test PLan, Sensor _nstaLLatfon
Qualification Program
Test Plan for Testing SRM Nozzle
Protective Plug, 1U51213
Test Plan for Nozzle Snul0ber
Segment Forging Evaluation SRM
Nozzle Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Snubber Support Ring
Forging Evaluation SRM Nozzle
Program (Approved)
Test Plan for Aft Exit Cone Shell
Evaluation, SRM Nozzle Program
(Approved)
Qualification Plan for Replacement
of PBNA in H8 and HC Polymers
Test PLan, Ignition System Lot
Acceptance Test
Ignition System Development Test
with TP-f11178 Propellant
Space Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Test Plan Ignition System
Qualification (Approved)
Space Shuttle SRM Development
Motor No. 2 Static Test Plan
(Approved)
Test Plan SRM Nozzle Fixed Housing
Hydrotest
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
Development Motor No. 3 Static
Test (Approved)
Test Plan for Space Shuttle SRM
Actuator Verification PLan
(Approved)
Test Plan for Residual Stress
Measurements
Test Plan, SRM Rail Transportation
and Rail Coupling Test (Approved)
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
Development Motor _o. 4 Static
Test (Approved)
May 78 1 U











Feb 82 2 U















































































014 Static Firing Test PLan
(Approved)
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
Qua{|ficstion Motor No. 2
Teat Plan for Space Shuttle
guaLificotion Notor No. 3
Test Plan for Systems Tunnel Cover
Put l Test
Space Shuttle SRM Safety and
Arming Device, Test Plan for
Barrier-Booster Lot Acceptance
Testing
Test Plan for Tensile Testing of
SRM O-Ring Splice Joints
Delta Qualification Plan, Space
Shuttle SRM Ignition System
Oust ificatio¢1 FI ight-Weight
Cylinder Segment Hydroburst
Test Plan for Simulated
Servoacceterometer instal Lation
Qualification Test Segments and
Propellant and Sondtine Properties
Test PLan for Utilization of SRM
Forward Segment for Structural
Analysis Validation (STS-2A and B)
Test Plan for Space Shuttle Inert
Forward Segment Inspection and
Monitoring (GTM-4 and 5)
Test PLan for Space Shuttle SRM
Lightweight Cylinder Segment Joint
Verification
Bonding Test PLan, Systems Tunnel
Adhesives
Test Plan for Full-Scale Final
Evaluation (De{ta Qua() of the NSI
R_nt Seal and Lot Acceptance
Test of Lot ABB
Space Shuttle $RM Ignition System
Test Plan |gniter Initiator Static
Firing
Test Plan, ignition System Lift
Oemonst rat ion
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
Qualification Motor No. 4 Static
Test
Test Plan for Compatibility of
Lubricants with SRM Propellant,
insulation, and Inhibitor
Test Requirements for the Special
NASA Directed Firing of Known
Leakers and Known Non-Leaking
Barr i er - Boosters
Test P(an for Space Shuttle
Development Motor No. 5
Failure |nvestigation PLan,
Propagation Failure of Space

















Nov 80 2 U







































































Space Shuttle SRM Safety and
Arming Device Test Plan for
Full-Scale Final Evaluation (Delta
Qualification 1U522294-01) of the
Initiator Redundant Seal and Lot
Acceptance of Lot AAA 1U510703-01
Test Plan for Evaluation of
Fracture Properties of SRM
Handling Ring Materials
Test Plan Qualification of SRM S&A
Armature Manufactured by
ELectro-Motion Inc.
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
F1,K:-SRM Oevetol_t Motor No. 6
Static Test
FWC-SRM Mass Properties Program
Plan
Test Plan Qualification of
Barrier-Booster Housing
Manufactured by Precise Machine
Co.
Space Shuttle SRM Safety and
Arming Device Test Plan for
Ignition Granule Aging
Test Requirements for FWC-SRM
Systems Tunnel Water Impact Effect
on Cable and Cable Clamping
Test Plan, Dynamics Load Analysis
of the FWC-SRM System Turv_el
Linear Shape Charge
F_JC-SRM Subscate Systems Tunnel
Verification Vibration Test
Test Plan Qualification of SRM
Igniter and Initiator Insulated in
the X-20 Facility
Program PLan, Protection of Space
Shuttle SRM Primary Motor Seals
Inspection Plan for Recovered
Hardware
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
F_C-SRM Development Motor Ha. 7
Static Test
Dynamic Model Verification of the
Space Shuttle DMo3 Solid Rocket
Motor in the Static Firing Test
Stand
Space Shuttle SRM Forward Center
Segment Inhibitor Model Survey
Test Plan
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
FWC-SRM Development Motor No. 7
Post Fire Deflection Test
Evaluation PLan to Determine
Bullet-Proofing Capabilities of
Materials Proposed for Use on




































































































Evaluation Plan to Determine
Possibility of PWC-SRM Ignition
Caused by End Grain Shots During
Shipping
Test Plan for Space Shuttle
FWC'SRM
Qualification Motor No. 5 Static
Test
Nozzle Severance LSC Lot
Acceptance Plan
Nozzle Severance LSC Lot
Acceptance Plan
Space Shuttle SRM Safety and
Arming Device Lot Certification
Plan
Space Shuttle SRM Safety and
Arming Device Lot Certification
Plan
Test Plan for FWC-SRM Subscale
Systems Tunnel LSC Initiator
Vibration Test
Test Plan for FWC-SRM Subscale
Systems Tunnel LSC Initiator
Vibration Test
SRM Nozzle Component Process
Evaluation Plan
Work Statement to Southern
Research Institute (SoRI) for
Baseline Testing of Carbon
Phenolic Materials in a US
Polymeric Aft Inlet (-404) Ring
Work Statement to Southern
Research Institute (SoRI) for
Comparative Testing of Carbon
Phenolic Materials
Space Shuttte SRM 1U51703
Pyrotechnic Basket Assembly Lot
Certificaton Plan
Carbon Fabric Process Audit Plan
Rayon Yarn Process Audit Plan
Rayon Fabric Process Audit Plan
Carbon Graphite CLoth Phenolic
Process Plan
Test Plan for Static Test of
O-Ring Validation Motors
Work Statement to Southern
Research institute (SoRI) for
Evaluation of Procession Variables
on Carbon Phenolic Materials
Work Statement to Southern
Research [nstitute (SoRI] for
Testing of Carbon Cloth Phenolic




































































































TWR-17198 Rev 8 Vol 9
TWR-17198 Rev A
TWR-17198 Rev A Vol I





Statement of Work Required to
Development a Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Rotor Model Capable of
Representing the Global
Three-Oimensiona( Joint Response
Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) Center
Se_t Model Survey No. 2
Program Plan for Joint Protection
System
Statement of Work, O-Ring
Resiliency/Recovery Tests
Statement of Work, Seal Studies by
Atnloni¢ Energy of Canada Limited
RSRM HOE Plan
Insulated Case, Loaded Motor
Nozzle
Engineering Plan for the
Oevelo_t of RSRM Seal Leak Test
Procedures
Quality Engineering Plan for
Vendor Reassessment
Test Plan for Phenolic Resin and
Carbon Filler
Structural Test Article (STA-3)
Engineering Test Requirements
Precision Cleaning of SRM Critical
Bond Surfaces with Cryogenic
Blasting
Program Plan T_chanical Evaluation
Motor Baseline
National Technical Systems O-Ring
Re$ilie_y/Re¢overy Tests
JAD2 Leak Test Procedure
NJAO Leak Test Procedure




Postfire Data Review Cycle
SRM Nozzte Adhesive Verification
Program P[an




















Jan 87 2 U
11/20/85 2 U
Oct 87 2 U










































































T_JR-17198 Rev B Vol 5
TWR-17198 Rev A Vol 6
TWR-17198 Rev A rot 7
TWlt-17198 Rev A VoL 7
TWR-17198 Rev B Vo[ 2
TWR-17198 Rev B Vol 8






















Evaluation Limits Joint Protection
System (JPS) Component
Postfire Engineering Evaluation





Limits, System Tunnel Cc_nponent
KSC Postfire Engineering
Evaluation Limits Tunnel Component
Postf_re Engineering Evaluation
Limits System Overview
Space Shuttle SRN Actuator Length
Determination for PV-1
Program Plan for Systems Tunnel
(Foam Cure) Redesign
Oualification Plan for X-Ray of
SRM Loaded Motors at M-197 X-Ray
Facility
Leak Test Procedure for Flawed
Seals
Test Plan for 5/8" Autoclave Hose
Evaluation
Statement of Work Required for
Hydrogen Embrittlement Testing of
06AC Steel Coated with Loctite 242
Adhesive/Locking Fluid
Length Determination for OH-7
RSRM Thrust Offset Determination
for T-97
Statement of t4ork FE AnaLysis of
the Igniter Special Bolt or
Missing Bolt Condition
Space Shuttle RSRM Leak Test
Systems Certification/Acceptance
Requirements
Lightning Sensor Calibration arid
Acceptance Criteria
Space Shuttle RSRM Actuator Length
Oetermination for QM-9
Statement of Work Fracture
Analysis on RSRM Components




























































































TIER-18680 Vot IV Rev D
TW1R-18680 Rev C Vo[ 7
TWR-18680 Rev B Vot 2
TWR-18680 Rev C Vo[ 3
TieR-18680 Rev 8 Vol 4
TgR-18680 Rev C Vot 6
TWR-18680 Rev D Vol 7












8U75902 RSRM Leak Test System
Cer t i f i ca t i on/Accept ance
Recfui rements
2U29714 Assembly RSRN Joint Leak
Check System
Cert i f i cat i on/Acceptance
Requi rements
KSC Postfire Engineering
Evaluation Limits, Seals Component
KSC Postfire Engineering
Evaluation Limits, System Tu_'_el.
Component
KSC Postfire Engineering















Statement of Work Remove Putty
from TEM-3 and Subsequent Igniters
Space Shuttle F_/C-SRM
Oua(ification Motor No. 5 Postfire
Deflection Test
Test Plan for Machined-Off




SRM Joint Redesign Referee Test
Part 1
Test Plan for Aging Studies of
RSRM, Space Shuttle Nozzle
Full-Scale Joint Environment
Simulator 1 (JES-1) Test PLan
Space Shuttle Engineering Test
Motor No. 1 Static Test Plan
Test Plan for Stat+c Test of
Nozzle and Field Joint
Circumferential Flow Evaluation
Motors
FuL l-Scale Joint Envi ronment
Simulator 11A (JES 11A) Test Plan
70-[b Subscale Motor, Fu(|-Scale












































































Test Plan to Determine Heat
Barrier Material Effectiveness in
a Jet Impingement Environment
Nozzle Joint Envirorlgent Simulator
(NJES) Hydroproof Test PLan H-2A
Test PLan Joint Environment
Simulator 3A (JES-3A)
Test Plan, Full-Scale Joint
Simulator 2B (JES-2B)
SRM Nozzle Boot Loads Test Plan
Test Plan RSRM Case Field Joint
Assembly Demonstration (JN)-2)
Space Shuttle SRM Engineering Test
PLan for Evaluation of Chrome
Plated 1U52291, Barrier-Boosters
Test Plan RSRM Hozzle to Case
Joint Assembly Demonstrator (NJAD)




Test Plan SRM Field Joint
Protection System Kevlar Strap
Nozzle Joint Environment Simulator
(NJES) Hydroproof Test Plan H-2B
Test PLan Field Joint Heater Test
11 Weather Seal Shuttle/Vacuum
Test
Full-Scale Nozzle Environment
Simulator (NJES-Hot Firing) Test
Plan No. 2A
Full-Scale Nozzle Environment
S(mulator (NJES Hot Firing) Test
Plan No. 2B
Full Scale Nozzle Environment
Simulator (NJES - Hot Firing)
FuLL Scale Nozzle Joint
Enviroc_mflt Simulator Test Plan
Determination of Acceptable O-Ring
Leak Rate for RSRM Joints using
SPC Motors
Test Plan for Joint Environment
Simulator 3B (JES-38)
Test Plan Thermostructural
Analysis Verif(cat_on of the SRM
Nozzle, Laboratory Bench Tests
Thermostructura[ Analysis
Verification (TAV) of the SRM
Nozzle, Phase III Forty Pound
Charge (FPC) Motor Tests
Thermostructural Analysis
Verification (TAV) of the SRM
Nozzle, Phase If! Forty Pound
Charge (FPC) Motor Tests
DOCUMENT SEC
DATE TYPE CLASS
Mar 87 2 U




Apr 87 2 U
10/08/86 2 U
Feb 87 2 U
Aug 87 2 U
Aug 87 2 U
Oct 87 2 U
Feb 87 2 U
05/11/87 2 U
Aug 87 2 U




































































RSRM Joint J-Seat Cold Gas
Pressurization Subscate Test Plan
Test Plan ltwtru_entation
EvatlJatiot_ ProcJr_ $_lce Shuttle
SRM
Verification of the SRM Factory
Joint Pressure Seat
Test Plan SRM Segment and Raitcar
Unit Scarw_r/Recorder and
lnstrun_ntation Evaluation Test
Test Pla_1 System Tunnel Aluminum
Floor Plate Nydroproof
RSRM Joint Pin Retainer Band
Test Plan for Seventy Pound (SPC)
Subscale Motor Full-Scale
Thickness SRM Joint (Phase il)
Modified JPL Motor Development
Test Plan for the NASA Phase !!
Shuttle Mor_sbestos Insulation
Test Program
Test Plan Thermatok T-Seml and
Leak Check (JAD-3)
T-97 Checkout Test Plan
Joint Environment Simulator 3C
(JES-3C)
Girth Gag_Oualification Test Plan
Gage Installation Adhesive M-Bond
200 Qualification Test Plan
Triaxiat Accelerometer Assembly
Qualification Test
Test Plan for Extending the Shelf
Life of the SRM Pyrotechnic Basket
Assembly
RSRM Nozzle Foam Plug High Rate
Pressuri zation Qua[ i ficati on Test
Plan
Wind Tunnet Testing of the SRR
Field/Factory Joints Including
Heater Cables and Connectors
RSRM Inlet Housing Structural
Test, Oual i fication
Nozzle Joint Assembly
O_tration-3 (NJAD-3)
Test Plan for the Pathfinder Exit
Cone Severance Test
Test Plan for LI/OT Pressure
Housing Fut_ctional Test
Test Plan for Futt Scale J-Seal
Resi liency Test
Test Plan for Sub J-Seat
Res[ t iency Test




















































































































































Profile Measuring Device (PMD) -
Pt Tape Referee Test
Test Ptan for the Process Checkout
FLex 8eer_ng
Test Plan, Leak Test to DeveLop
Redundant and Verifiable Vent Port
Plug Design on a Hydroproof Test
Test Plan for Full-Scale Process
Evaluation of insulation Edge
Separation
Aging Studies to Determine the
Effects of %sopropanol/D_stitted




Profile Measuring Device to
Pi-Tape Referr Test No, 3
Nozzle Flex Boot Cavity Pressure
Test Plan
Test Plan for Insulation Cure
Control with Embedded Mold Ring
Thermocouples
Test Plan for Long Term Vertical
Stack Test
SRM Segment and Exit Cone/Rei[car
Unit Scanner/Recorder and
Instrumentation Test Plan
Furmtione(, Vibration and Burst
Test of the 7U76368 Pressure
Transducer Assembly Test Plan
Ozone and Strain Effects on Clevis
Insulation
Ozone and Strain Effects on Clevis
Insulation
Test Plan for Igniter
Adapter-To-Igniter Chamber
Deflection Test
Phase I1 - Testing for FuLl-Scale
Process Evaluation of Insulation
Edge Separations
Test Plan Temperature and Humidity
Effects on Silane Primer Bonds
Test Plan for JES-3C interference
Fit
Determination of Radial Expansion
and insulation Damage to FieLd
Joint Protection System Resulting
from Ascent Pressure












Mar 88 2 U




May 88 2 U
04/15/88 2 U
O5/20/88 2 U
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Integrated Logistics Support Plan
(Approve)
SRM Operational Logistics Support
Plan
Space $huttte SRM System
Maintenance AnaLysis Document
Space Shuttle SRM Systems
Maintenance Armtysis Document,
MSFC Ground SUpport Equipment,
Transportation Support Equipment
and C_mmon Support Equipment
KSC Equipment
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for STA-1 Motor
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for gT7-0373
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for A77-0333
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
C77-0341
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for H77-0304
Short Fom Provisioning Parts List
for H77-0384, P/N 8U50918-01
Short Form Provisioning Pets List
¥or H77-03820 P/N 8U50914-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0343, PIN 8U50825
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for Ahh-0414, P/N 8U50840-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0405, P/N 8U51502-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for g77-0405, PIN 8U51446
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for H77-0386, P/N 8LI51445
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for H77-0304, P/N 8U50813-01
Short Fom Provisioning Parts List
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0382, P/N 8U50914-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for Case Assy, Fwd Segments, Fwd
Ctr Segments, Aft Ctr and Aft
Segments, Modei No. DTA-I, P/N
IU50380, and No(let No. DTA:2, P/N
IU52025
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for HTT-0373, PIN 8U50917-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for A77-0417, P/N 8U50832
Short Form Provisioning Parts List


























































































































Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0406, P/g 8U51503
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0400, PIN 8U51_9
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0397, P/N 8U51447-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0399, P/N 8U5144a-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for H77-0318, P/N 8U50837
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0330, P/N 8U50831
Band Installation Kit, Pin
Retainer SRM Model No. N77-0322,
PIN 81J50842
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for H77-O32S, P/N 8U50838
Short Fornl Provisioning Parts List
Lifting Beam for N77-0354, P/N
8U51506
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
Handing Unit, Case Disasse_ty
Mode[ N77-0371, P/N 8U51444
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0401, P/N 8U51508-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for N77-0322, P/N 8U50842
Short Fom Provisioning Parts List
for Test Console, Safe and Arm
Device, Model No. C77-0363, P/N
8U50364-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for Handling Dotty, [gniter Case
Model No. HT7-0334, PIN 8U50834
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
Handling Unit, Case Disassembly,
Forward Skirt, SRM Model No.
N77-0407, P/N 8LI51504
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for Maintenance Kit, Nozzle
Oisassemlby Rocket Motor, SRM
Model No. N77-0355, P/N 8U51507
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
for Insulation Installation Kit,
Splice Plate, Stiffener Ring,
Rocket Motor Model No. A77-0426,
P/N 8U50905-01
Short Form Provisioning Parts
List, Space Shuttle Rocket Motor
Flight Set 12 through L017 and
Scd_sequent Left and Right Motors
Short Form Provisioning Parts
List, Space ShuttCe Solid Rocket









Short Form Provisioning Parts List 2 U



















Optimum Repair Level Analysis
(ORLA) Report
OptimumRepair Level Analysis
(ORLA) Report for Space Shuttle














































































Ground Handling Equipment, SRM
FLight Set XOZ3 and Subsequent
(HPM), SRM FLight Set FOOl and
Subsequent (FWC)
Receiving Inspection, Off-Loading
and Vertical 8reakover of SRM
Se_ts at the Launch Site
Operation lad Meintermnce
Documentation SRM Flight Set
360L003 and Subsequent
Installation of Stiffener Rings on
SRM Aft Segments Operation and
Maintenance Documentation SRM
FLight Set 360008 and Subsequent
SafeW and Arming Device Operation
and Maintenance Manual SRM Flight
Set 360L009 and Subsequent
Aft Nozzle Extt Cone Assembly
Installation Operation and
Maintenance Manual SRM Flight Set
360L001 through 360L006
Rocket Motor Solid Ring Cover
Assembly Removal installation
Operation and Maintenance Manual
360L005 and Subsequent
Mixing Instruction for Two-Part
Adhesives and Sealants in SEMCO
Cartridges Operation and
Maintenance Manual SRM Flight Set
12 and Subsequent
Mate SRB Field and Skirt Joint
(Aft/Aft Center/Forward
Center/Forward Segments) Operation
and Maintenance Manual 330L016 and
Subsequent
Mate SR8 FWC Field and Skirt
Joints Operation and Maintenance
Documentation SRM Flight Set FOOl
and Subsequent (FWC)
Separate Solid Rocket Motor Field
and Skirt Joints Operation and
Maintenance Manual SRM F(ight Set
12 and Subsequent
Systems Tunnel Cover SRM Flight
Set FOOl and Subsequent
Rocket Motor Exit Cone and Exit
Cone Fragment Shipping Kit Model
P77-0303 Operation and Maintenance
Manual SRM Flight Set 360L003 and
Subsequent
FRF NozzLe Cover (C77-0439)
Operation and Maintenance Manual
Operation and Maintenance Manual,
SRB Structural Test Article




Storage of OFf Cables on Motor
Segment Prior to Motor Build-Up
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